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Abstracts 
Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) modulates ongoing brain rhythms by 

activating neuronal structures and evolving different neuronal mechanisms. In the current work, 

the role of stimulation strength and frequency for brain rhythms was studied. We hypothesized that 

a weak oscillating electric field induced by low-intensity rTMS could induce entrainment effects 

in the brain.  To test the hypothesis, we conducted three separate experiments, in which we 

stimulated healthy human participants with rTMS. We individualized stimulation parameters using 

computational modeling of induced electric fields in the targets and individual frequency estimated 

by electroencephalography (EEG). We demonstrated the immediately induced entrainment of 

occipito-parietal and sensorimotor mu-alpha rhythm by low-intensity rTMS that resulted in phase 

and amplitude changes measured by EEG. Additionally, we found long-lasting corticospinal 

excitability changes in the motor cortex measured by motor evoked potentials from the 

corresponding musle.  
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1. List of Abbreviations 

act active/real stimulation 

AMT active motor threshold 

CSF cerebrospinal fluid 

DLPFC dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

EEG electroencephalography 

EEG RoT EEG electrode landmark and rule of thumb 

EF, EF electric field 

EPI echo-planar imaging 

ERP event-related potential 

FDI first dorsal interosseous muscle 

FEM finite element model 

fMRI functional magnetic resonance imaging 

FOV field of view 

FXD fixed intensity 

GM gray matter 

IAF individual alpha frequency 

ICA independent component analysis 

iIPS inferior intraparietal sulcus 

IMF individual mu frequency 

IPL inferior parietal lobe 

ITI inter-train interval 

LCMV linear constrained minimum variance  

M1 primary motor cortex 

MEG magnetoencephalography 

MEP motor evoked potential 

MNI Montreal Neurological Institute coordinate space 

MRI magnetic resonance imaging 

MSO% percentage of maximum stimulator output 
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MT motor threshold 

NIBS non-invasive brain stimulation 

n.s. not significant 

PLV phase-locking value 

PMID PubMed identification number 

PT phosphene threshold 

REM  rapid-eye movement 

RMD repeated-measures design 

RMT resting motor threshold 

ROI region of interest 

rTMS repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation 

S1 primary somatosensory cortex 

SGD separate group design 

sh sham 

SPL superior parietal lobule 

spTMS single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation 

tACS transcranial alternating current stimulation 

TE echo time 

TR repetition time 

vMT visual motor threshold 

WM white matter 
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2. Introduction 

Neural oscillations are spatiotemporally structured activity patterns that form a hierarchically 

organized system in the cerebral cortex. A rhythmic pattern of neurons activated on the same 

timescale can occur locally (within a specific brain area) or globally (between brain areas). 

Oscillations have an essential role in computation and diverse brain functions. 

Non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS) offers the opportunity to interact with ongoing 

oscillations by manipulating the frequency, intensity, and stimulation location. Repetitive 

transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is a form of NIBS technique based on delivering 

repetitive brief magnetic pulses, which can interact with underlying cortical neurons' ongoing 

activity by inducing an electric field (EF) in them. While rTMS has shown therapeutic benefits for 

psychiatric and neurological diseases, such as addiction, depression, Parkinson's disease, 

schizophrenia, and stroke1, the cellular and neural mechanisms remain poorly understood2,3. 

In this doctoral dissertation, I studieded the entrainment effects induced by periodic pulses 

in humans. Specifically, the thesis aims were 1) to develop a prospective EF estimation approach 

of rTMS intensity selection for effectively interact with neuronal oscillations by rTMS and 2) to 

study its immediate and long-lasting electrophysiological and neurophysiological effects accessed 

by electroencephalography (EEG) and corticospinal excitability changes.  

In the following, I outline the theoretical background and current state of TMS techniques 

and their combination with EEG to study the neural mechanisms underlying cortical brain rhythms. 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 focus on validating a prospective EF estimation approach and parameters 

of rTMS to obtain dose/response information crucial for entraining occipito-parietal oscillations in 

resting-state and exploring the neural mechanisms of these entrainments. Chapter 4 investigates 
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the modulation of the µ-alpha oscillations in the motor cortex and its functional effect on motor 

cortex excitability. Last, Chapter 5 attempted to explain the induced effects by the theoretical 

framework of rhythm's synchronization. 

2.1. Brain rhythms 

Oscillations are abundant in nature. All fundamental processes in nature, such as the day-

night cycle or the sun activity, have periodical essence. Biological systems, for example, circadian 

rhythm, also follow rhythmic patterns, and brain activity is not an exception. Neural oscillations 

provide an insight into the computational principles of neural activity. Distant brain regions require 

a communication tool to process information and execute behavior effectively. 

It has been a century now since the German neurologist Hans Berger first observed the 

rhythmic pattern of the EEG recorded from the human scalp. In recent years, the rhythmic 

fluctuations have been linked to behavioral and cognitive processes. Electrophysiological studies 

in animals and humans have shown that distributed synchrony over distinct cortical regions 

correlates with the various neural computations that underlie perception, cognition, and action4–8. 

However, in most studies, the relation between oscillations and cognition is only correlative. Direct 

causative proof that changes in synchronous activity can affect behavior remains to be established. 

Classically, five frequency bands are experimentally observed in humans (delta, 0.5–4 Hz; 

theta, 4–7 Hz; alpha, 8–13 Hz; beta, 14–30 Hz; gamma,>30 Hz). However, the separation is partly 

arbitrary. The same neural mechanism might give rise to different frequency bands, or different 

mechanisms might result in the same oscillation frequency of neural assemblies. In this doctoral 
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dissertation, I focus on two rhythms within the 8-12 Hz range that are spatially distinguished into 

sensorimotor µ and occipito-parietal alpha rhythms.  

The synchronized brain activity patterns have also been observed at different spatial scales, 

from a single neuron resonating at multiple frequencies to widespread networks. For example, 

neurons in the cat visual cortex, separated only by ca. 5 mm, are synchronized in the beta and 

gamma frequency ranges during REM sleep and wakefulness9. At the same time, experiments with 

electrodes implanted in several more distinct cortical regions of the cat brain demonstrated the 

large-scale synchronization between the visual and parietal cortex and between the parietal and 

motor cortex during sensorimotor tasks10.  Such evidence for large-scale synchronization was also 

demonstrated with EEG in humans. For example, consistent synchronization of gamma activity 

between occipital, parietal, and frontal cortical areas was observed during a face recognition task11.  

2.2. Biophysics of brain oscillations 

Different biophysical mechanisms produce oscillatory patterns in the brain. All active 

neuronal processes such as synaptic activity, action potentials, calcium spikes, intrinsic currents, 

and other non-synaptic sources generate a potential Ve with respect to a reference potential. The 

difference in potentials between two locations superimposes an EF defined as a negative spatial 

gradient of Ve
12. EEG studies investigating the role of brain oscillations in human behavior focus 

on the synaptic currents and calcium spikes. They are the most important sources of the effects, 

which EEG can register. An oscillatory cycle begins when extracellular currents from hundreds to 

tens of thousands of individual synaptic currents overlap in time. Excitatory pyramidal neurons 

become increasingly active due to reciprocal interaction between each other; this results in a 
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general rise of an EF potential. However, they also excite interconnected inhibitory interneurons, 

which act as an inhibition force for the excitatory neurons, resulting in a fall of the EF potential. 

As the excitatory drive to interneurons wanes, the neuronal assembly recovers from inhibition, and 

the next cycle starts again. In other words, several neurons that are close to each other and 

simultaneously active thus generate EFs that sum together and oscillate in strength. This 

synchronous activity is strong enough to be measured on the scalp level utilizing EEG. 

2.3. Role of µ-alpha rhythm 

Alpha rhythm reflects a single neuron's fluctuation and their assemblies in the range of 8-13 

Hz. It is dominant in the parieto-occipital cortex and is involved in several essential brain functions 

such as sensory and cognitive processes13. Despite decades of research on alpha activity in humans, 

its physiological pacemaker remains unclear. Several distinct mechanisms such as thalamocortical 

loops, pyramidal cells' rhythmicity, or local interneurons could generate alpha oscillations14–16. 

Thus, the alpha rhythm is not a unitary phenomenon that originates from a particular single 

pacemaker. Although specific thalamic nuclei might have a strong influence on cortical alpha 

oscillations, the variability of amplitude and dynamic in different cortical regions support the 

assumption that there are many independent alpha generators in the brain17,18. A recent study with 

simultaneous intracranial recordings from the human cortex and thalamic pulvinar demonstrated 

that alpha oscillations propagate from higher-order (middle temporal, V3) to lower-order  (V1 and 

V2) cortical regions and from cortex to thalamus, contrary to the prevalent theory of a thalamus 

pacemaker19. 

Furthermore, cortical alpha oscillations can be registered in all layers of the neocortex with 

similar spontaneous alpha activity distribution over all cortical layers in the primary visual 
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somatosensory and auditory cortex. However, when electrical microstimulation is applied to the 

somatosensory cortex, unlike in the visual cortex, there is no prominent alpha peak response to 

stimulation18. On the other hand, similarly to occipito-parietal alpha, somatosensory µ rhythm has 

been shown to modulate cued attention20, supporting the idea that somatosensory µ and occipito-

parietal alpha rhythms are functionally analogous. 

  

Figure 1. Illustration of inhibition timing hypothesis of alpha oscillations, modified from Figure 1 
21. Besides the case when the amplitude of the alpha rhythm is low, the hypothesis describes two 

possible scenarios shown in the figure related to the defined timing of cell firing (Case 2a,b) and 

inhibitory state of cells (Case 3).  

 

The functions of alpha rhythm are principally associated with the brain states at reduced 

information processing22. Usually, alpha is considered an "idling rhythm"23, and a higher amplitude 

is observed when subjects are not involved in any active tasks24. The idea of the correlation between 

alpha rhythm and inhibited or suppressed activity brain states was formulated in the inhibition 
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timing hypothesis25. Based on brain oscillations' biophysical mechanisms, the hypothesis 

distinguishes two possible alpha generation mechanisms shown in Fig. 1 (Case 2,3). The amplitude 

of alpha oscillations is associated with inhibitory cells (interneurons) activation that also suppresses 

action potentials in the target cell. Depending on the alpha rhythm's task-relevance, the inhibitory 

network either defines the timing of action potentials or oscillates with a high amplitude 

suppressing the action potentials completely. 

Aberrant alpha patterns were also found in several neurological and psychiatric disorders in 

which inhibitory regulation is lacking. Several EEG studies demonstrated an increase in alpha 

power over parietal or frontal regions as well as an asymmetry between the hemispheric alpha 

activity in clinical populations of patients with depressive syndromes26–28, decreased occipito-

parietal and resting-state alpha power over central regions in patients with bipolar disorders13,29 

and decreased alpha power in patients with the obsessive-compulsive disorder30,31. A decrease in 

power and synchronization of alpha oscillations have also been associated with neurodegenerative 

dementias and mild cognitive impairment such as Alzheimer's disease32,33. Regarding the technical  

Alpha rhythm has a large amplitude ranging from 10 to 50µV34 and the best test-retest 

reliability than the other EEG rhythms35. Altogether, alpha rhythm might be a potential target for 

therapeutic intervention. 

2.4. The physical concept of oscillations 

Neuronal oscillations are a complex non-linear dynamical system. Nevertheless, the 

principles that govern their operation follow the fundamental principles of oscillators in other 

physical systems. The properties of the system themselves entirely determine the brain rhythms. 

They are maintained due to an internal source of energy and occur spontaneously without an 
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external activity. Such oscillators are called autonomous or self-sustained and can be described 

within a class of nonlinear models. Even though there is evidence to support the view that neural 

oscillations are, for the most part, non-sinusoidal36, nearly all EEG spectral analysis methods are 

based on the assumption that oscillatory brain activity can be characterized as a sinusoidal wave37. 

The neural oscillator is considered as a quasilinear oscillator (the form of an oscillator is close to 

sinusoidal wave) and described with an equation38, 

!(#) 	= 	'()*(+,#	 + .,). 

Here, +, is a natural frequency (+, = 20/2, where T is a period). The phase of an oscillator 

is defined as follow:  

.(#) = +,#	 + .,. 

Classical phase synchronization originates from the weak bidirectional coupling of two self-

sustained oscillators. Effective communication between brain areas depends on the phase relation 

between signals of those neural assemblies. Classical entrainment is unidirectional in which the 

external periodic force is acting on self-sustained oscillators but not vice versa. In the context of 

this thesis, the entrainment of EEG rhythms is defined as an alignment of the EEG phase to the 

externally applied oscillating force induced by rTMS, which is defined as 

3 # = 4	56((+# + .7), 

where 87 # = 	+# + .7 — is the phase of the force, ε is its amplitude (intensity). 

The phases of oscillator and external force do not always match, and their difference is called 

detuning. The oscillating system's response to external perturbation is described by the function of 

detuning and intensity of external force shown in Fig. 2. The oscillator is entrained to an external 
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force when their phase differences stay constant over time. It can be estimated as a phase-locking 

value (PLV). The model of Arnold's tongue defines the triangular region (Fig. 2, pink region) in 

which the entrainment occurs. The ongoing rhythm synchronizes its phase to the external force 

when their frequencies are matched.  

 

Figure 2. The Arnold tongue model defines the region in which synchronization occurs. A) The 

family of Ω− ω vs. ω plots for different values of the driving amplitude ε determines the domain 

where the frequency of the driven oscillator Ω is equal to that of the drive ω. This domain, shown 

by pink in B), is known as the synchronization region or Arnold tongue, adapted from Figure 3.738.  

 

The scale of intensities (EFs) range in the context of brain oscillations remains arbitrary 

because EF's strength defines the induced neural mechanisms. Thus, it is essential to distinguish 

the entrainment effect from other mechanisms such as resonance effects or spikes bias39. There are 

several requirements necessary to induce neural entrainment40:  

1) The presence of the source of the neural oscillator that can oscillate at a given 

frequency. 

2) The periodicity of the externally applied pulses. 

3) Synchronization of phase alignment between oscillator and external pulses. 
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4) The external force influences the oscillating elements by direct interaction. 

The range of EF strength necessary for entrainment has not been specified yet, and its 

experimental determination became an objective of this dissertation. The induced effects described 

in this work followed the basic physical principles and the theoretical model of neural entrainment. 

2.5. Targeting rhythms by NIBS 

NIBS induces EFs, which act as an external force for neural entrainment. Brief magnetic 

pulses or sinusoidal electrical current alter neuronal activity that may facilitate or inhibit their 

behavior. Computational and experimental studies describe the brain response model to the applied 

stimulation, but there is no unified physiological determination of parameters that define the 

induced neuronal mechanisms. 

Whereas the frequency is clearly defined in the Arnold tongue model, the induced EF's 

strength is defined only indirectly. However, the EF purportedly governs the underlying neural 

mechanisms and functional effects of NIBS. However, due to neuronal populations' anatomical 

complexity and limited information about alpha generators, induced EFs' values can only be 

schematically simplified from the theoretical and animal studies39. For example, it is hypothesized 

that inducing an immediate entrainment effect requires a stronger EF (around 2-4 mV/mm) than 

stochastic resonance or temporal spiking because the endogenous rhythmic activity interferes with 

the exogenous EFs41. Electrical stimulation, for example, tACS, is applied at an intensity less than 

2 mA peak-to-peak because 1 mA or higher intensities induce cutaneous side-effects (burning, 

itching) or phosphenes42, which is not well-tolerated by the participants. 3 mA tACS induces less 

than 1 mV/mm EF in the brain43, which is not enough to induce neural entrainment effect; therefore, 

inducing EF indirectly by TMS is more feasible for inducing the neural entrainment effects.  
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2.6. Basic principles of transcranial magnetic stimulation 

The basic principles of TMS are based on the fundamental law of electromagnetic induction. 

A strong and transient magnetic field or pulse is delivered through a coil to induce a transitory EF 

in the underlying cortical surface. In turn, the EF causes the above-threshold depolarization of cell 

membranes that respond to the currents44,45, resulting in transsynaptic repolarization or 

hyperpolarization of interconnected neurons. Therefore, TMS induces a current that elicits action 

potentials in neurons.  TMS activates all neurons in the stimulation volume, which do not uniformly 

respond to the applied EF. In general, the EF strength exponentially decays as a function of the 

distance; therefore, the strongest EF components occur on the crown of the gyrus. 

Nevertheless, according to the cortical column cosine model, only the neuron and axons 

spaced along the EF vector can be activated; therefore, the effective E-filed corresponds to the 

tangential component, and the highest values occur in the gyral wall46. The model emphasizes the 

importance of the coil orientation for TMS supporting the idea that besides the brain state, TMS-

induced response strongly depends on TMS coil geometry47,48, individual anatomy of a target 

subject49,50,  TMS pulse waveforms, and current directions51–54. Early modeling studies utilized 

spherical models or simplified sulcus geometry55,56, although the resolution is insufficient to 

establish the cortical organization. 

Optimizing the TMS parameters by computational modeling and individualizing the 

stimulation approach allows to decrease the variability of evoked response and opens a new insight 

into the underlying neural mechanisms. New MRI-based approaches can localize TMS-induced 

distributed EF with high accuracy49,50,57, for example, linking the EF estimations in the motor 

cortex to the MEP responses allowed to localize the origin of the MEP. Computed normal and 
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tangential EF components with finite element models (FEM) revealed the neural structures related 

to MEP in the gyral crown and the upper parts of the sulcal wall of the motor cortex 57. 

2.7. Neural entrainment effect induced by TMS 

TMS can be delivered as a strong single pulse at a specific time to probe the excitability of 

the cortical surface or as a series of repeated pulses in a protocol of rTMS58. Both types of 

stimulation can modulate the timing of ongoing activity. For example, single-pulse TMS applied 

to the occipital cortex induces a strong EEG response in the alpha frequency range, whereas 

stimulation of the somatosensory/parietal cortex results in an EEG response in the beta frequency 

range59. RTMS applied at the natural frequency is shown to synchronize the ongoing rhythm40,60–

62. The rTMS-locked entrainment effect in the prefrontal beta rhythm also has a causal link to 

memory formation. Immediate and outlasting EEG increase of beta oscillations impaired the 

performance of encoding memory tasks63. Overall, these results suggest that location-specific TMS 

applied as one strong pulse or as a train from 5 to 20 repetitive pulses at a natural frequency induces 

effects similar to neural entrainment.   

One of the critical questions underlined in the thesis's objective is whether the effects induced 

by strong TMS and weak electrical stimulation and physiological entrainment, for example, by a 

speech or visual stimuli, can be defined as ‘neural entrainment’. TMS is usually applied to elicit 

cortical or muscle responses and requires much stronger intensities at ca. 100 mV/mm. A pulse 

inducing 20-40 mV/mm does not elicit evoked potentials measured by EEG but still may induce 

the power changes59. In terms of neural mechanisms, strong EEG response or TMS-locked 

oscillations or event-related potentials (ERP) is different from induced oscillation 64. Whenever the 

evoked oscillations reflect the dynamic response of simultaneous neural activity activation, the 
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induced oscillations are mediated by modulatory mechanisms engaging massively synchronous 

neural assemblies. External triggers can modulate these oscillations, but they emerge by 

autonomous mechanisms, not directly by the stimulation.  At high intensities ca. 100 mV/mm, 

TMS induces phase-resetting effects while the ongoing oscillation activity may remain 

unaffected65. In other words, TMS-locked oscillations are short-lasting and may not have 

cumulative effects and plasticity changes in the cortex.  

Overall, biophysical and computational studies are needed to understand the complexity of 

neural mechanisms in response to stimulation parameters such as strength, pulse form, 

directionality, and the anatomical organization of neurons at the stimulation target.   

2.8. Limitation of the TMS technique 

Besides adverse effects induced by TMS, there are also technical limitations. A loud acoustic 

click sound accompanying each TMS pulse induces a sound pressure level of ca. 100 dB (for 100% 

of maximum stimulator output), which exceeds the safety threshold of 80 dB58. Moreover, the 

acoustic stimulation contributes to the neural response by indirectly triggering the auditory 

cortex66. At the moment, it is not possible to completely suppress the acoustic click in fully awake 

participants even using modern acoustic systems with external noise suppression or masking the 

click by white noise. Also, TMS activates peripheral motor axons resulting in the twitching of 

cranial muscles. The muscle activity impairs the EEG signal and cannot be removed entirely due 

to its physiological nature67. When stimulating the motor cortex, sensory feedback from the 

activated muscle results in sensorimotor areas activation that is not directly stimulated by TMS68,69. 

Therefore, TMS has several undesired multisensory effects that are difficult to eliminate from EEG 

or control by sham stimulation70.  
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Many stimulation parameters, including the timing, duration of stimulation, or the induced 

EF strength, still reflect methodological and technological limitations rather than physiologically 

determined values. Most rTMS studies use the 80 to 120% of the motor threshold, which 

corresponds to induced EFs in the range of 14-182 mV/mm71. Some EF values are strong enough 

to evoke muscle twitch in head muscles (evoking long-lasting EEG artifacts) and in peripheral 

muscles when it is targeted over their cortical representation, but almost half of them (<60 

mV/mm), according to the TMS-EEG studies cannot induce TMS-EEG response, therefore, do not 

induce action potentials59. However, no physiological recommendation exists for calibrating TMS 

parameters used for neural entrainment or in the cognitive domain. 

Current guidelines for rTMS targeting of the non-motor regions are based on the arbitrary 

intensity selection reflecting safety limitations or threshold estimation procedure.  Both of these 

approaches lack precise physiological rationalization. Moreover, including the high variability of 

the rTMS induced effects and high interindividual resulting EFs, it is crucial to improve the current 

intensity selection procedures by individualized head models and EF estimation.  

2.9. Objectives and structure of this dissertation  

The objectives of this thesis were 1) to study a neural entrainment mechanism induced by 

weak EF in humans; 2) to develop a new stimulation approach by adjusting the stimulation 

parameters (frequency and intensity) for individuals and brain regions; 3) defind the stimulation 

intensity range where a neural entrainment effect might occure, and 2) to study the relationships 

between the entrained rhythm and corticospinal excitability by examining its electrophysiological 

as well as neurophysiological responses. 
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• In Chapter 4, a novel method for individualized rTMS stimulation intensity is introduced, 

called the prospective EF estimation approach. The left occipito-parietal alpha rhythm was 

targeted with EFs in the range of 20-50 mV/mm as a proof-of-concept that low-intensity 

rTMS has an immediate entrainment effect on the brain oscillations72. 

• In Chapter 5, the after effect on alpha power modulation is investigated by time-frequency 

analysis of rTMS-EEG data73. 

• In Chapter 6, low-intensity rTMS inducing 35 mV/mm in the left M1 is applied to target 

sensorimotor µ-alpha rhythm and show the modulation of corticospinal excitability in M174. 

Throughout this work, the role of rTMS induced EF for neuronal entrainment was 

investigated. In Chapter 4, rTMS induced immediate electrophysiological effects at much weaker 

EF strengths than previously thought. No entrainment effect was found at intensities less than 35 

mV/mm. In Chapter 5, 35 mV/mm of arrhythmic rTMS induced short-lived alpha suppression 

during the inter-burst intervals. In Chapter 6, 35 mV/mm rhythmic rTMS synchronized µ-alpha 

rhythm and modulated its power, which resulted in inhibited corticospinal excitability in M1. The 

general discussion (Chapter 7) puts this thesis's results into greater context and dissects the 

scientific limitations of this thesis. 
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3.1. Abstract 

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is a potent tool for modulating 

endogenous oscillations in humans. The current standard method for rTMS defines the stimulation 

intensity based on the evoked liminal response in the visual or motor system (e.g., resting motor 

threshold). The key limitation of the current approach is that the magnitude of the resulting electric 

field remains elusive. A better characterization of the electric field strength induced by a given 

rTMS protocol is necessary in order to improve the understanding of the neural mechanisms of 

rTMS. In this study we used a novel approach, in which individualized prospective computational 

modeling of the induced electric field guided the choice of stimulation intensity. We consistently 

found that rhythmic rTMS protocols increased neural synchronization in the posterior alpha 

frequency band when measured simultaneously with scalp electroencephalography. We observed 

this effect already at electric field strengths of roughly half the lowest conventional field strength, 

which is 80% of the resting motor threshold. We conclude that rTMS can induce immediate 

electrophysiological effects at much weaker electric field strengths than previously thought. 
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3.2. Introduction 

Neurons and neural assemblies in the mammalian brain temporally synchronize their activity 

leading to the emergence of macroscopic network oscillations75. Network oscillations are rhythmic 

patterns of neural activity that are maintained in all physiologically occurring brain states76. They 

are crucial for intact neuropsychological functioning and are frequently disrupted in neurological 

or psychiatric diseases77.  

However, neurons also respond to both endogenous and exogenous electric fields78. Non-

invasive electrical brain stimulation (NIBS) methods, such as repetitive transcranial magnetic 

stimulation (rTMS), are promising techniques for modulating endogenous oscillations79. Many 

NIBS  studies employ oscillating electric fields because it is believed that these exogenous 

oscillations can modulate the phase or the power of endogenous oscillations80. 

The two crucial properties of rTMS-generated periodic electric fields are its frequency and 

its magnitude. Whereas the frequency of the electric field is clearly defined, its magnitude in the 

brain is defined only indirectly. Most studies choose to set the stimulation intensity using the near 

threshold approach. This approach defines the stimulation intensity as a percentage of the threshold 

intensity required to induce a liminal response in the motor or visual cortex81.  

Although the near threshold approach utilizes individualized stimulation intensities, the 

properties of the rTMS-induced electric field, including its strength, can differ substantially within 

and across individuals. For example, this approach cannot account for differences in the cortical 

folding pattern and the cortex-scalp distance between motor and non-motor areas48. However, it is 

crucial to account for these known anatomical effects because the induced electric field strength 

plays an important role in inducing electrophysiological effects39.  
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The induced electric field strength, however, remains unknown in most rTMS studies. A very 

limited number of retrospective estimations indicate that rTMS with conventionally used protocols 

induces peak electric field strengths of around 100 mV/mm82,83. At these high field strengths 

electrophysiological effects are consistently found40,84–86. However, these findings do not preclude 

the possibility that the effective threshold for rTMS is much lower. At least two separate lines of 

evidence support this assumption.  

First, in vivo animal studies have shown weak, but reliable, electrophysiological effects 

already at field strengths in the range of 0.3 and 1 mV/mm87,88. This electric field range can 

temporally bias spike timing or might even entrain network oscillations39,89. Second, it has been 

found that even the weak electric fields induced by sham rTMS (ca. 5 mV/mm; 15-fold weaker 

than active rTMS) can induce short-lasting electrophysiological aftereffects in humans82.  

Based on this converging evidence, we hypothesized that we should be able to observe 

immediate electrophysiological effects using electric fields between 20 and 50 mV/mm. The 20 

mV/mm electric field corresponds to the stimulator’s lower limit of producing real rTMS (detailed 

in Supplemental Method, Validation measurement). This electric field range covers a “middle 

ground” between electrical brain stimulations, such as transcranial alternating current stimulation 

(tACS) and rTMS. On the one hand, the field strength is above the range of 0.3-1 mV/mm, and 

therefore stronger than the electric field used by conventional tACS88. On the other hand, these 

values are several orders of magnitude weaker than those used in the near threshold approach, 

where the electric fields are around 100 mV/mm82. 

To test our hypothesis, we took an alternative approach to the conventional near threshold 

method. We refer to it as the prospective electric field estimation approach (for an overview, see 

Figure 3A and Table 3).  The decisive feature of our approach is that prospective computational 
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modeling of the magnitudes of the induced electric fields guided the choice of stimulation intensity 

at the individual subject level. Moreover, we estimated individual peak frequencies of posterior 

alpha oscillations to fine-tune the stimulation frequency. Finally, real-time neuronavigation 

ensured accurate and consistent targeting across the sessions.  

By using this approach, our focus was on inducing immediate electrophysiological effects on 

posterior alpha oscillations in humans. The reasons for focusing on posterior alpha oscillation are 

that it has a high signal-to-noise ratio in resting state measurements, and that its peak frequency 

has a low intra-subject variability17. To characterize the immediate electrophysiological effects of 

rTMS, we calculated the phase locking value (PLV) of the simultaneously recorded scalp 

electroencephalography (EEG)86,90,91. The PLV captures the extent of neural synchronization by 

measuring the amount of phase alignment between the rTMS and network oscillations assessed by 

EEG. Our novel individualized intensity selection method for rTMS with prospective electric field 

modeling shows that neural entrainment occurs at lower than expected field strengths. 
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Study overview 

The present study consisted of a main and a control experiment (for an overview see Figure 

3). In the main experiment (Figure 3B, top), we employed a single-blind, randomized, cross-over 

study design, using an active control rTMS condition within participants and sessions. The 

participants (n=16) took part in five experimental appointments including one neuroimaging 

session, one session for motor threshold hunting, and three rTMS-EEG sessions.  

In the rTMS-EEG sessions, the participants received rTMS stimulation at intensities 

prospectively estimated to induce EFs of three different magnitudes: 20, 35 and 50 mV/mm. These 

values correspond to the group-level mean (± SD) of 9.5 ± 1.1%, 16.8 ± 2% and 23.9 ± 2.5 % of 

the maximum stimulator output, respectively. We obtained peak magnitudes of the absolute electric 

field extracted from the gray matter compartment. The center of the coil was placed over the PO3 

electrode. We applied each dose on individual sessions separate by at least 48h. During each rTMS-

EEG session, we applied rhythmic (main) and arrhythmic (active control) rTMS protocols. All 

stimulation parameters except the rhythmicity were identical in both protocols.  

In the rhythmic protocol, we set the stimulation frequency to the individual alpha frequency 

following the Arnold tongue model. This model assumes that neural entrainment is most effective 

when the stimulation frequency matches the endogenous frequency40,92. In the arrhythmic protocol, 

the same number of pulses as in the rhythmic protocol was presented but the inter-pulse interval 

was randomized in order to remove frequency-specific stimulation effects 40,86. Apart from the 

rhythmicity, all stimulation parameters (stimulation intensity, location, number of TMS pulses) 

were identical in both protocols. The two protocols would probably produce closely matched 
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acoustic and somatic sensations. We applied the stimulation with the participants at rest, and we 

instructed them to keep their eyes open.  

In order to control for potential effects induced by the acoustic by-products of the rTMS 

device, we performed an additional control experiment on a separate group of participants (n=16; 

Figure 3B, bottom). We chose a commonly used sham procedure, in which we tilted the stimulation 

coil by 90° 93. This sham protocol emulates the rTMS-induced click sounds that might induce a 

spurious increase in occipital alpha synchronization94 while minimizing any direct effects of the 

stimulation. In the control experiment, the participants received a single rhythmic rTMS session 

applied at a fixed stimulation intensity of 29% of the maximum device output. This value 

corresponds to the highest stimulation intensity applied in the main experiment. We chose this 

value in order to maximize the noise level of the sham rTMS, which increases with stimulation 

intensity. The stimulation frequency was set to the individual alpha frequency. Apart from the 

stimulation intensity, all the remaining parameters were kept constant as in the main experiment 

(detailed in section 2.4.10).  
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Figure 3. Study overview. (A) Schematic of the prospective electric field estimation approach. (B) 

Appointments and stimulation protocols in the main (top) and control (bottom) experiments. 

Abbreviations: EF – electric field; MSO% – percentage of maximum stimulator output; IAF – 

individual alpha frequency. 

 

3.3.2. Rhythmic rTMS synchronizes ongoing posterior 

alpha rhythms 

We performed the following analysis to characterize the immediate electrophysiological 

effects of rTMS in the main and control experiment. In the preprocessing stage of the data analysis, 

we removed the TMS-induced artifacts from the EEG data.  We used the same preprocessing 
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algorithm for all stimulation conditions.  A detailed description is given in section 2.4.11. In brief, 

we eliminated ringing artifacts by removing data from 4 ms before to 9 ms after the TMS pulse. 

Next, we ran an independent component analysis (ICA) to remove decay artifacts. We then 

interpolated the time interval around each TMS pulse.   

Further, we used a semi-automatic algorithm adapted from the open-source toolbox ARTIST 

to eliminate further artifacts 95. We defined trials or channels as contaminated with artifacts if their 

power exceeded 1.5 times the interquartile range. If the artifacts affected fewer than 20% of all 

channels, we interpolated signals from the non-contaminated channels, or otherwise removed the 

entire trial. Moreover, we removed channels with a large standard deviation (STD>30µV). We also 

estimated the correlation coefficient of the signal of each channel with its neighbors and removed 

and interpolated those channels with a low correlation coefficient (<0.4). Finally, we removed 

blinks, saccades and other eye-related movements by ICA.   Figure 4 shows the raw data before 

and after the artifact removal process from three example participants.    
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Figure 4. Artifact removal for three example datasets. Onset and offset of rTMS are shown as grey 

rectangle, individual pulses are shown by red vertical lines. (A) Raw data from the POz channel. 

(B) The removal and interpolation (green) of ringing artifacts. (C) Data at the end of 

preprocessing. 

 

Next, we measured the amount of synchronization in the scalp EEG signal. For this, we first 

applied wavelet decomposition of the EEG signal and extracted the phase information from the 

imaginary component of the Fourier coefficient (see section 2.4.11). We then simulated sinusoidal 

waves based on the individual stimulation frequencies and phase-aligned them to the offset of the 

TMS pulses. We computed the PLV between the EEG signal and the sinusoidal wave for each 

rTMS intensity condition and rTMS protocol, respectively.  

Based on the Arnold tongue model of neural entrainment 92, we expected that the intervention 

would synchronize the ongoing endogenous brain rhythm to the rhythmic rTMS. We also expected 

that the arrhythmic or sham protocols would not affect the amount of synchronization. To test this 
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hypothesis, we first determined how rTMS affected the amount of neural synchronization as 

measured by the PLV in the individual alpha frequency relative to baseline. We defined the baseline 

as the time window 500 ms before rTMS onset. We normalized to baseline with the relative-change 

method: A baseline normalized value of 1 indicates no change in the PLV, a value of 0.5 shows a 

50% decrease and value of +1.5 corresponds to a 50% increase. We found that rhythmic rTMS 

increased the PLV across all rTMS intensities (Figure 5A, top), while arrhythmic rTMS had no 

such effect (Figure 5A, bottom). As expected, with rhythmic rTMS we observed the greatest PLV 

increase over the posterior electrodes (Figure 5A, top). This was not the case for the arrhythmic or 

sham protocols.  

Because we stimulated the posterior parietal-occipital cortex, we studied the time course of 

PLV change in the posterior electrodes for frequencies between 5 and 30 Hz (Figure 5B). We 

aligned the data to the offset of the rTMS burst, which is indicated by the vertical line at (0 s) on 

the time axis. Because we delivered rTMS at the individual alpha frequency and kept the number 

of pulses constant, the duration and hence the onset time of the rTMS bursts varied (e.g., 8 Hz: 

2.5s; 12 Hz: 1.67s). In the rhythmic rTMS protocol, we found that PLV increased after rTMS onset 

and returned to the baseline after rTMS offset (Figure 5B, top). The increase in PLV was strongest 

in the ongoing alpha frequency band and its harmonics in the beta frequency range. For the 

arrhythmic protocols, we found no change in the PLVs (Figure 5B, bottom). For the sham rTMS, 

we observed an initial increase in the theta and alpha frequency bands (Figure 5B, right) but no 

sustained increase in PLV throughout stimulation.  
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Figure 5. Rhythmic rTMS synchronized ongoing posterior alpha rhythms indicated by increased 

phase locking values. (A) The degree of synchronization at the individual alpha frequencies was 

most pronounced in the posterior electrodes for the real rhythmic (top row) but not for the sham 

rhythmic (top, right) or arrhythmic rTMS (bottom row). We applied rTMS over the PO3 electrode 
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(location marked with the cross). (B) Rhythmic rTMS (top row) synchronized ongoing posterior 

alpha rhythms and its first harmonics in the posterior electrodes. Compared to baseline, sham 

rTMS induced a short-lasting increase in the PLVs in the theta and alpha frequency band. The 

alpha band is shown with a dashed rectangle. Color represents the changes of phase locking value 

relative to baseline from -3 to -2.5 s prior to rTMS offset. Timepoint t = 0 corresponds to the last 

pulse of all rTMS bursts in panel B.  

 

We performed two control analyses to ensure that the PLVs change in the main rhythmic 

rTMS condition was not due to artifacts or induced by our preprocessing pipeline (detailed in 

section 2.4.11). First, a spurious increase in PLVs can potentially arise if ringing and decay artifacts 

are only incompletely removed. We therefore performed a control measurement on a piece of meat 

using the identical stimulation, measurement and analysis parameters as in the main experiment. 

This analysis confirmed that our preprocessing pipeline removed these artifacts, as we detected no 

increase in PLV (Figure 6, A).  

Second, a potential bias could arise from the periodical exclusion of intervals corresponding 

to the rTMS-induced ringing artifacts and their interpolation. We tested for this bias by performing 

a control analysis on artifact-free resting state EEG data that had been recorded from the 16 

participants before each rTMS-EEG session in the main experiment (see section 3.4.11). This 

control analysis confirmed that our analysis pipeline did not increase the PLVs under the main 

rhythmic rTMS condition (Figure 6, B).  
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Figure 6. Preprocessing pipeline does not artificially increase the degree of neural 

synchronization. (A) Control measurement on piece of meat. (B) Control analysis on artifacts free 

resting state EEG data. 

 

3.3.3. rTMS induces rapid and sustained increase in the 

ongoing posterior alpha synchronization    

Next, we focused on the PLV time course at the individual alpha frequency (Figure 7). In the 

rhythmic rTMS condition, the PLV increased rapidly after the onset of rTMS and returned to 

baseline after stimulation offset (Figure 7A). The offset-locked data analysis introduced variability 

in the initial part of the time course of the PLV, due to varying onsets of the stimulation for each 

participant. Thus, we also computed PLVs locked to each TMS pulse (Figure 7B). This analysis 
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was only conducted on the rhythmic rTMS protocols since they are characterized by constant inter-

pulse intervals.  

The initial pattern of PLV increase was similar for all rhythmic rTMS intensity conditions. 

However, the time course of the PLV change was slightly different for the three main rTMS 

intensity conditions. In the low rTMS intensity condition, we found that the mean PLVs returned 

to the baseline after an initial increase (Figure 7B, left). In the middle and high rTMS intensity 

conditions, the induced increase in the PLV was stable over the time course of the stimulation 

(Figure 7B, middle and right) and the level on which the PLV plateaued was higher for the highest 

intensity condition. We observed an initial increase in the PLVs also in the sham condition. 

However, this initial increase shortly returned to the baseline value after the first five pulses and 

did not show the sustained pattern observed in the two active stimulation conditions. 

We then compared the PLVs during the stimulation period of the rhythmic, arrhythmic and 

sham rTMS protocols using independent non-parametric cluster-based permutation tests at each 

rTMS intensity condition. The PLVs in the rhythmic rTMS were significantly higher than in the 

arrhythmic rTMS at medium and high intensities (both p<0.001) but just missed significance at the 

low rTMS intensity (p=0.054). Sham rTMS resulted in significantly higher PLVs compared to the 

rhythmic low rTMS (p=0.011) and arrhythmic rTMS at all intensities (p<0.001). Real rhythmic 

rTMS applied at medium and high intensities resulted in significantly higher PLVs than the sham 

rTMS (p=0.042 and p=0.003). 
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Figure 7. Increased and sustained neural synchronization during rhythmic but not during 

arrhythmic or sham rTMS. (A) The time course of the phase locking value calculated for individual 

alpha frequencies is shown for the parietal channels. Vertical dashed lines correspond to the 

stimulation onset at individual alpha frequencies (between 8-12 Hz; from left to right). The vertical 

solid line shows the rTMS burst offset (0 s).  Phase locking values are aligned to the offset of the 

rTMS burst. Solid lines represent mean phase locking values, the shaded areas show the 95% 

confidence intervals. (B) Phase locking values for the real and sham rhythmic rTMS conditions, 

aligned to each of the 20 rTMS pulses. The dots represent means, and the error bars 95% 

confidence intervals. Dotted lines show phase locking values before the first rTMS pulse (pre) and 

after the last rTMS pulse (post). The light gray rectangle highlights the time window during which 

rTMS was applied.  
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3.3.4. Mean and median electric field strengths are in the 

effective range  

We characterized the mean and median electric field (EF) strengths across a number of 

posterior regions of interest (ROIs) as shown in Figure 8 and the peak electric field values shown 

in Figure 10. We selected regions in the parietal and occipital lobes that were in the vicinity of the 

stimulation target. As previous in vivo animal studies have demonstrated immediate 

electrophysiological effects at EF strengths of ca. 1mV/mm 88, we used this value as the reference to 

which we compared the rTMS-produced EF values observed in the present study.   

For both the absolute EF (Figure 8A) and for the normal component (Figure 8B), the mean 

and median EF strengths were higher than the 1mV/mm reference value (and weaker than -1mV/mm) 

in all rTMS conditions in the target hemisphere. In the right hemisphere, most ROIs experienced 

an EF stronger than 1mV/mm only in the medium and high intensity conditions. Similarly, the peak 

EF values (both the absolute and the normal component) were higher than the 1mV/mm reference 

value in both hemispheres (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 8. Group-level mean and median values of the electric field for parietal and occipital ROIs. 

Bar plots show the mean, dot plots show the median electric field values of the (A) absolute EF 

and (B) its normal component. Range plots correspond to the 2.5th and the 97.5th percentiles of the 

electric field values, respectively. Red and blue horizontal lines correspond to the 1 mV/mm and -

1mV/mm EF strengths. A black plus sign indicates the center of the TMS coil. Range of interest: 1 - 
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Angular gyrus, 2 - Superior occipital gyrus, 3 - Middle occipital gyrus, 4 - Superior occipital sulcus 

and transverse occipital sulcus, 5 - Middle occipital sulcus and lunate sulcus.  

 

3.3.5. Immediate effects in the range of 30 to 42% of the 

resting motor threshold 

In order to make our results more interpretable, we expressed the EF strengths in terms of 

maximum stimulator output (Figure 9A), and resting motor threshold percentages (Figure 9C). We 

used the motor threshold approach because it is the most frequently used approach in the literature 

(Table S1). We also characterized the resting motor threshold as the percentage of the maximum 

stimulator output (Figure 9B). Intensities in the range of ca. 30-42% of the resting motor threshold 

were already capable of inducing immediate electrophysiological network effects in humans. The 

low stimulation intensities were well tolerated by the participants, who reported no phosphenes, 

and only a minor amount of somatosensory discomfort during rTMS (see Figure 12), which is a 

major concern when using higher stimulation intensities e.g., 96.  
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Figure 9. Our prospectively determined rTMS settings fell in the range of 17-42% of the resting 

motor threshold. (A) The resulting electric fields and (B) the resting motor thresholds between 80 

and 120% expressed in percentages of the maximum stimulator output. (C) Resulting electric fields 

expressed in percent of the 100% resting motor threshold. Bar plots show means, and dots the 

median values. Range plots correspond to the 2.5th and the 97.5th percentiles, respectively. 

Abbreviations: EF – electric field; MSO – maximum stimulator output; RMT – resting motor 

threshold. 

 

3.4. Discussion 

Using prospectively individualized intensities for rTMS we showed that electric fields half the 

magnitude of conventionally applied fields (see Figure 10, B and D) already induced immediate 

electrophysiological effects in humans. In the rhythmic rTMS protocols, the amount of neural 

synchronization increased rapidly after rTMS onset and returned to the baseline after rTMS offset. 

The field strength played a modulating role in inducing the effects. In the low rTMS intensity 

condition, the immediate effects were not statistically different from sham rTMS. In the medium 

and high rTMS intensity conditions, the effect was statistically significant and appeared to be stable 

over the time course of the rTMS burst. This was not the case for the sham rTMS, which only 

produced an initial, short-lived effect. Furthermore, we observed different PLV topographies 

between the real and the sham rTMS protocols (Figure 5A). In the real protocols, the PLV increase 

appeared over the middle parietal and occipital electrodes. In the sham protocol on the other hand, 

we observed the highest PLVs over the left temporal electrodes. In the arrhythmic protocol, which 

served as an active control, rTMS did not affect the amount of neural synchronization. We conclude 

that rhythmic rTMS applied at peak absolute electric fields from 35 to 50 mV/mm can induce 

immediate electrophysiological effects in humans. 
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3.4.1. Comparing our results with previous 

electrophysiological findings 

In the rhythmic rTMS protocol, the observed pattern in the time course of the neural 

synchronization reproduced many aspects of previous tACS and rTMS findings 40,88,89,93. Animal 

studies assessing spike timing activity revealed an immediate increase in the degree of neural 

synchronization during tACS 88,89. Similar to our own findings, this increased activity returned to 

baseline immediately after the end of stimulation 88,89.  

A previous study assessed the effect of rhythmic rTMS at the individual peak beta frequency 

93. The participants received rTMS with a conventional stimulation intensity (90% of active motor 

threshold) while at rest 93. The authors found that rhythmic rTMS increased the degree of neural 

synchronization compared to sham stimulation (coil tilted by 90°) or to control frequencies 93.   

On the other hand, our findings are slightly different than those of another rTMS study 40, in 

which the stimulation was applied at the individual peak alpha frequency over the parietal cortex 

with the conventional intensity of 100% phosphene threshold 40. These authors found that after an 

initial rapid increase, the degree of neural synchronization gradually decreased during the second 

part of the rTMS burst 40. Surprisingly, the arrhythmic protocol in their study also initially increased 

the degree of neural synchronization 40. This is contrary to our findings as we failed to find any 

changes in neural synchronization in our arrhythmic protocol.  

One possible explanation for these divergent findings might be that even single pulse high-

intensity TMS can induce alpha frequency oscillations in the occipital cortex 59. These studies used 

high rTMS intensities of approx. 100 mV/mm, which could have induced the observed degree of 

neural synchronization with the first rTMS pulse in the arrhythmic protocol 40. Careful analysis of 

our own data revealed a similar pattern, especially with the higher intensity conditions. There seems 
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to be a slight increase in the degree of synchronization after the last rTMS pulse in the arrhythmic 

protocol (see Figure 5B and 7A). Note that our analysis was locked to the offset rather than to the 

onset of the rTMS burst. However, maintaining the neural synchronization over time requires 

rhythmically delivered rTMS pulses.  

3.4.2. Relation of electric field strengths to previous tACS 

and rTMS studies 

The electric field magnitudes in the medium and high rTMS conditions are several-fold 

stronger than the already effective magnitudes observed in animal studies 88,89. Furthermore, the 

employed intensities were several-fold weaker than those applied in previous rTMS studies 40,86 

and therefore cover a “middle ground” between the two techniques that may be particularly suited 

to study immediate electrophysiological effects.  

However, it is challenging to directly compare the exact electric field values in the literature, 

because systematic studies are lacking. Instead, studies are divided on species, stimulation 

frequencies, stimulation methods and the state of the receiving brain 88,89,97. For example, the 

differences in the electric fields generated by tACS and rTMS make a direct comparison difficult. 

One important difference relates to the cycle/pulse duration. For tACS, depending on its frequency, 

a single cycle is in the range of up to several hundreds of ms. On the other hand, the width of a 

biphasic rTMS pulse lasts for only several hundred of µs. This difference is crucial because pulse 

duration is an important temporal characteristic of the induced field. Keeping the magnitude and 

the pulse/waveform constant, longer pulses deliver a higher total charge than shorter pulses 98. 

Another important difference between tACS and rTMS are the spatial components (e.g., normal, 
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tangential) of the induced electric field, with TMS inducing stronger tangential components than 

tACS 99.  

3.4.3. Towards a better understanding of the neural 

mechanisms of rTMS 

For several decades, the near threshold approach has been the most commonly used intensity 

selection method for rTMS 81,100. This approach is uncomplicated and offers individualized 

stimulation intensities. It selects the stimulation intensity based on evoking a liminal response in 

the visual or motor system 101 and therefore offers a rough approach to taking individual variation 

into account.  

Externally inducing liminal responses, however, requires a strong electric field, and the 

functional effect of such an electric field is mostly interferential in nature. The prime example of 

such functional interference is rTMS-induced speech arrest 102. When rTMS is applied over the left 

posterior-inferior frontal region, i.e., the facial motor cortex, it can block the ability to speak 102.   

Yet, the purpose of rTMS in neuroscience and clinical applications is primarily a targeted 

enhancement of function rather than interference but see 103. From a neuroscience point of view, 

achieving functional enhancement is more challenging than producing interference. This is because 

the former requires a better understanding of the involved neural mechanisms. But what neural 

mechanisms does rTMS activate when applied at 80 or 120% of the resting motor threshold? One 

crucial limitation of the near threshold method is that it offers no clear physiological justification 

for the choice of stimulation intensity; the magnitude of the resulting electric field as well as the 

underlying neural mechanism of rTMS remain unknown.  
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Recent developments in computational modeling may help to overcome this limitation as 

exemplified in the present study. Anatomically realistic head modeling and electric field 

calculations have the merit of linking the stimulation intensities to the resulting electric field 

strengths 104–106. This can facilitate the mapping between electric field strength, neural mechanisms 

and functional effects 107. A better understanding of the neural mechanisms of rTMS benefits both 

neuroscience research and the clinical application of the method 108,109. For example, many such 

applications are aimed at restoring altered oscillatory activity, e.g. in schizophrenia, stroke or 

epilepsy 110. One can achieve this by the targeted external control of altered oscillations though 

specific neural mechanisms, e.g. neural entrainment.   

However, even the state-of-the-art head-modeling approaches are only an approximation of the 

true individual anatomy. Known sources of inaccuracy include segmentation errors 111, a limited 

number of tissue types 112, and the use of standard, but possibly incorrect, conductivity values 

113,114. Despite these limitations, we remain convinced that computational models are invaluable 

for prospectively adjusting the stimulation intensities for rTMS. They can provide new insights 

into how an electric field generated from outside the head by rTMS can produce immediate 

electrophysiological effects in the human brain. We conclude that individualized prospective 

electric field strength calculation is an essential approach to better understand the neural 

mechanisms of rTMS. 

3.4.4. Future directions 

The precision of determining the anatomical target possibly further affects the immediate 

electrophysiological effects. We expect that individualizing the stimulation target based on 

anatomy, e.g., targeting the inferior parietal sulcus, or EEG source estimation-based localization 
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would further increase the efficacy of rTMS. When using these ultra-low intensities, following the 

Arnold tongue demands to adjust stimulation frequency and location increase substantially. 

Otherwise, the intervention will likely to miss effects.  

It is unclear whether the observed changes in neural synchronization would manifest in 

observable behavioral effects. A candidate mechanism through which such changes could manifest 

is increased cortical inhibition via increased neural synchrony. In general, at low intensities 

inhibitory circuits seem to be stimulated preferentially115,116. Also, alpha activity has been 

associated with cortical inhibition 117–119, thus, hyperpolarization instead of excitation may play a 

decisive role. 

3.5. Methods 

3.5.1. Participants 

We recruited neurologically healthy volunteers in this study (see Table 1). We included 

participants, if we could estimate the individual alpha frequency in the eyes closed or open resting 

state conditions. In the main experiment, the dataset of one was incomplete and was excluded from 

further analysis. We used the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 120 to estimate the laterality index 

of our participants. The sample size was determined based on earlier rTMS-EEG studies 40,86,93.  

 Main experiment Control experiment 

Final sample size 16 16 

Excluded participant(s) 1 0 

Mean age ± SD (years) 

Age range (years) 

25.5 ± 3.2  

from 21 to 32 

23.9 ± 3.9  

from 20 to 34 

Number of women/men 8/8 8/8 
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Mean laterality index ± SD 

Laterality index range 

78.4 ± 50.1 

from -30 to 100 

78.8 ± 31.6 

from 0 to 100 

  

Table 1. The participant information in the main and control experiments. In the main experiment, 

the dataset of one participant was incomplete and was excluded from further analysis.  

 

Before participation, all volunteers filled out self-completed questionnaires to assess the study 

exclusion criteria. In cases of possible contraindications, a neurologist at the Department Clinical 

Neurophysiology, University Medical Center Göttingen examined the volunteer. Inclusion criteria 

were no history or presence of medical, neurological or psychiatric illnesses including epilepsy, 

drug and/or alcohol abuse, and no metal implants in the head, neck, or chest.  

3.5.2. Ethic statement and research integrity 

The Ethic Committee of the University Medical Center Göttingen approved the investigation, 

the experimental protocols, and all methods (Application number: 35/7/17). We performed all 

experiments in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. All participants gave written 

informed consent before participation. The raw data and code for the reported analyses are 

available for download at our repository (https://github.com/ZsoltTuri/2019_rTMS-EEG).   

3.5.3. Procedure 

In the main experiment, the participants took part in one neuroimaging session were we 

collected anatomical, diffusion weighted and functional magnetic resonance imaging data. In the 

next session, we estimated the resting motor threshold by using neuronavigated single pulse TMS. 

Preceding the three rTMS-EEG sessions, we performed the head modeling and EF calculations to 
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prospectively estimate the stimulation intensity for each individual and session. In the control 

experiment, the participant took part in one rTMS-EEG session. Unknown to the participants, they 

received only sham rTMS.  

3.5.4. Acquisition and analysis of neuroimaging data 

Acquisition. Magnetic resonance images (MRI) were acquired using a 3T MRI-scanner 

(Siemens Magnetom TIM Trio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a 32-

channel, commercial head coil (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). 3D T1-weighted datasets 

were obtained using Magnetisation Prepared RApid Gradient Echo (MP-RAGE) acquisitions with 

or without selective water excitation for fat suppression employing the following parameters: 

Turbo fast low angle shot (Turbo FLASH), echo time (TE): 3.26 ms, repetition time (TR): 2250 

ms, inversion time: 900 ms, flip angle: 9°, receiver bandwidth: 200Hz/Px that cover the whole head 

at 1×1×1 mm3 isotropic resolution.  

3D T2-weighted Turbo spin echo (TurboSE) sequences were acquired with and without fat 

suppression using the following imaging parameters: TE: 282 ms, TR: 3500 ms, slice number: 176, 

slice thickness: 1mm, field of view (FoV; longitudinal coverage): 256 mm, echo spacing: 4.84 ms, 

turbo factor 125, receiver bandwidth: 355 Hz/Px that cover the whole head at 1×1×1 mm3 isotropic 

resolution.  

For diffusion-weighted imaging, single-shot spin-echo echo planar imaging sequences were 

obtained using the following parameters: TE: 88 ms, TR: 10.000 ms, slice thickness: 1.7 mm, FoV 

longitudinal coverage: 218 mm, receiver bandwidth: 1346 Hz/Px. For accelerating T2- and 

diffusion-weighted image acquisitions, we obtained parallel imaging techniques by means of 
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generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) with a twofold acceleration 

factor.  

In addition, the participant performed rhythmic, stereotypic movements with the first dorsal 

interosseous muscle, i.e. thumb adduction, to localize its cortical representation. We used a 

gradient-echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence to detect BOLD changes by using the following 

imaging parameters: TR/TE: 900 ms/30ms, flip angle=50°, voxel size 3×3×3 mm3, field of view 

(FOV) 210×210 mm, 39 slices (whole brain) and 284 volumes. 

Analysis of the fMRI data. Raw DICOM images were converted to NIfTI format using the 

software MRIConvert (2.1.0). The fMRI data preprocessing was performed with the Statistical 

Parametric Mapping (SPM 12, Welcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) 

software package implemented in the Matlab environment. Following slice-timing correction, 

functional images were realigned to the first volume by affine registration using the standard, six 

parameters rigid body spatial transformation method. EPI volumes were then co-registered to the 

1mm isotropic T1 anatomical image, which had been previously reoriented to the anterior 

commissure. EPI volumes were spatially smoothed using Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full width at 

half maximum.  

Following preprocessing, statistical analysis was performed at the single-subject level in the 

framework of the general linear model. Voxels were identified as significant if p < 0.05 (family-

wise error corrected for multiple comparisons on the voxel level). We used this parametric map to 

position our TMS coil in the motor threshold hunting session.  
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3.5.5. Neuronavigated (r)TMS 

We used neuronavigated (r)TMS in the main experiment in the motor threshold hunting session 

and 2) in the subsequent rTMS-EEG sessions. In both, i.e., main and control, experiments, we used 

a MagPro X100 stimulator (MagVenture, Denmark) with a standard figure-eight coil (MC-B70) to 

deliver biphasic single and repetitive TMS pulses with the normal coil current direction (280 µs 

pulse width). During stimulation, the participants sat in a fixed chair equipped with an armrest and 

their eyes open. We used an in-house built, light aluminum frame structure, equipped with soft-

cushioned bilateral head fixation pads and chin rest. We mounted the TMS coil on a variable 

friction arm (Model 244N, Manfrotto, Italy) and adjusted the position of each element individually 

to achieve the required comfort of the participant and precise TMS targeting in the spTMS and 

rTMS sessions.  

To accurately guide the TMS coil over the anatomical target in the main experiment, we used 

a frameless, stereotactic MRI-based real-time neuronavigation system (Brainsight TMS 

Navigation, Rogue Resolutions Ltd) and coupled it with a Polaris Vicra infrared camera (NDI, 

Waterloo, Canada). In the motor threshold determination session, the target of spTMS was the 

motor cortex representation of the first dorsal interosseous muscle, which we had previously 

identified as the highest of the fMRI local activation maximum derived from the parametric t-map 

at the anatomical hand knob formation.  

In the rTMS-EEG sessions (both experiments), the target location was at the PO3 electrode. In 

the main experiment, we employed neuronavigation for real-time monitoring of the coil location 

over the target (within 2 mm) and for recording the coil location, which permitted consistent 

targeting in subsequent rTMS-EEG sessions. To achieve optimal targeting, we did not completely 
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fix the position of the adjustable coil support, which enabled the investigator to make a small 

adjustment to the coil position in real-time. 

3.5.6. Determination of motor threshold 

In the main experiment, we recorded the surface electromyogram from the right first dorsal 

interosseous muscle with an Ag–AgCl electrode pair in a belly-tendon montage. Raw signals 

(sampling rate 5 kHz) were amplified, band-pass filtered between 2 Hz and 3 kHz and digitized 

with a micro 1401 AD converter (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Data collection 

was controlled by Signal Software (Cambridge Electronic Design, version 4.08).  

The EEG electrode array was already in position during the motor threshold hunting session, 

in order to keep a constant scalp-coil distance in the motor threshold hunting and the subsequent 

rTMS-EEG sessions. This was a necessary step because the TMS-induced magnetic field (and 

hence the induced EF) changes as the inverse cube of the distance. No simultaneous EEG 

recordings were performed during the motor threshold hunting session.  

We searched for the anatomical hot spot for the target muscle by initially positioning the coil 

over the scalp projection area of the fMRI peak voxel with the highest statistical t-value using the 

neuronavigation system. We then determined the optimal coil position (orientation, angle) in which 

spTMS elicited the strongest motor evoked potentials (MEP) in the target muscle. 

Following optimal positioning, we estimated the RMT by determining the minimum 

stimulation intensity, expressed as a percentage of MSO, with which at least three out of six TMS 

pulses produced MEPs with a ≥ 50	µV peak-to-peak amplitude in the resting target muscle 121. 

Motor threshold hunting started with an intensity of 30% of MSO that was gradually increased in 

5% steps until spTMS consistently evoked MEPs with ≥ 50	µV amplitude. Thereafter, we reduced 
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the stimulation intensity in 1% steps until the RMT was estimated. During the entire procedure, we 

encouraged the participants to indicate the presence of perceivable effects, such as discomfort due 

to cranial muscle activation or dizziness, and to inform the investigator if the stimulation was not 

tolerable. Because of tolerability issues, we set a limit for the stimulation intensity at 75% of MSO. 

If RMT was not detected by then, it was labeled “undefined” (n=3).  The RMT (n=14) was on 

average 54.79% ± 12.29% (SD) MSO. 

3.5.7. Head modeling and EF calculations  

We performed individual high-resolution, anatomically realistic head modeling and EF 

calculations using the Simulation of Non-invasive Brain Stimulation (SimNIBS) software package 

122. These calculations were performed twice: The first time to determine the dose for rTMS (at the 

single-subject level), and the second time to retrospectively estimate the spatial characteristics and 

magnitude of the rTMS-induced EF at the group-level. We used the SimNIBS versions 2.0.1 and 

2.1.2 for the prospective and retrospective EF calculations, respectively. For both calculations, we 

set the scalp-to-coil distance to 11 mm in order to take the EEG electrodes into consideration.  

The mri2mesh function automatically generated tetrahedral volume meshes of the head from 

T1- and T2-weighted structural MR images 123. The final head mesh consisted of approx. 3.500.000 

tetrahedral elements and five tissue compartments. Table 2 shows the five tissue compartments and 

their conductivity values. We performed EF calculations using the finite element method and the 

built-in MC-B70 validated coil.  

Tissue 

compartment 

Conductivity 

[S/m] 

Scalp 0.465 

Skull 0.010 
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CSF 1.654 

GM* 0.275 

WM* 0.126 

 

Table 2. The five tissue compartments of the head model and their conductivity values [S/m]. 

Abbreviations: CSF - cerebrospinal fluid, GM - gray matter, WM - white matter. Asterisks indicate 

anisotropic conductivity values estimated from diffusion tensors using the volume-normalized 

approach in the retrospective EF calculations 124.   

 

The goal of the second, retrospective computation was to compare the resulting EFs of the 

currently used, near threshold approach to our novel approach. For this, we used the maximum 

stimulator output data derived from the motor threshold determination and rTMS-EEG sessions. 

In the retrospective computation, we used improved procedures for creating individual head models 

by assigning anisotropic values to the gray and white matter compartments. We furthermore 

performed a region of interest (ROI) analysis by focusing on the EF in the parietal and occipital 

regions. 

We also characterized the magnitude of the absolute EF as well as of its normal component, 

since there is a current debate about the physiological effects of the spatial components of the EF 

105,106. The normal component of the EF can distinguish the depolarizing inward and 

hyperpolarizing outward EFs 125. There are claims that the normal component in the wall of the 

motor cortex is the physiologically effective constituent in the induction of motor evoked potentials 

in humans 46. However, considerable skepticism remains about the physiological efficacy of the 

normal component of the EF 46,105,106. For example, the peak values of the absolute EF in the gyral 

crown of the motor cortex is a similarly plausible component in producing a liminal response in 
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the motor cortex 105. Given this uncertainty in the TMS literature we analyzed both the absolute EF 

and its normal component.  

In the group-level analysis, we provide the peak (99.9th percentile), median and mean EF 

values. In the group-level ROI analysis, first, we calculate the mean EF strength for each ROI 

separately at the single-subject level. Then, we calculate median, mean and 95% CIs at the group-

level. 

3.5.8. EEG acquisition 

We performed EEG recordings 1) to estimate the individual alpha band peak frequency (IAF) 

and 2) to characterize the immediate electrophysiological effects and short-lasting aftereffects of 

rTMS. We attained scalp EEG data with a 24-bit, battery-powered, active channel amplifier with 

64 Ag/AgCl active EEG electrodes (actiCAP, BrainVision LLC, Germany) at a 2.5 kHz sampling 

rate, and without hardware filters (actiChamp, Brain Vision LLC, Germany). Ground and reference 

electrodes were located at Fpz and FCz, respectively. Impedance values were maintained below 20 

kΩ.  

3.5.9. Estimating individual alpha band peak frequencies 

In both experiments, we estimated IAF at the beginning of each rTMS-EEG session in order to 

fine-tune the stimulation frequency in the rhythmic rTMS condition. We recorded two four-minute 

blocks of continuous, resting state EEG, one block with eyes open and the other with eyes closed. 

We instructed our participants to sit calmly, stay relaxed, not to move their limbs or face muscles, 

and try to avoid any repetitive mental activity such as reproducing any texts, lyrics or melodies. 
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Participants wore QuietControl 30 wireless headphones with active noise reduction and proper 

earbud size during the EEG recordings (Bose Corporation, USA).  

We performed offline data analysis with the FieldTrip toolbox for EEG- and MEG analysis 

[version 20170119; 85; http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl]. The data was initially segmented into 2s 

epochs with 50% overlap, re-referenced to the common average, detrended, demeaned, high-pass 

(0.1 Hz) and low-pass (40Hz) filtered with an infinite impulse response filter type Butterworth. 

The trials were visually inspected for outliers and were rejected based on variability. 

Frequency analysis between 1 and 20 Hz with 0.5 Hz increments was performed with the 

multitaper frequency transformation (‘mtmfft’) method based on discrete prolate spheroidal 

sequences. After averaging over trials, we determined peak alpha power (and IAF) in the range 

from 8 to 12 Hz by visual inspection for both “eyes open” and “eyes closed” condition. However, 

if we could not determine peak alpha frequency from the eyes open condition, we used the eyes 

closed condition instead (five cases). The average IAF was 10.3±1.0 Hz. 

3.5.10. Simultaneous rTMS and EEG  

In each rTMS-EEG session of the main experiment, we employed rhythmic (main) and 

arrhythmic (active control) rTMS protocols over the same target location with the same stimulation 

intensity 40,86. In the control experiment, we employed a single rhythmic sham rTMS protocol by 

tilting the coil with 90° angle.  

 In the rhythmic protocol, we set the pulse repetition frequency at IAF. The stimulation 

frequency and the number of pulses for the rhythmic rTMS burst were preprogrammed in the TMS 

device, and the start of each rTMS burst was controlled externally via PsychoPy (version 1.83.01) 

using a parallel port and a Bayonet Neill–Concelman connector 127,128.  
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In the arrhythmic protocol, we set a pseudorandom stimulation frequency, and the delivery of 

each pulse was controlled externally via PsychoPy. Despite pseudorandomization, rhythmic 

patterns in the alpha frequency band can still emerge by chance for at least several consecutive 

rTMS pulses 86. Therefore, we predefined the timing of the TMS pulses so that frequencies in the 

alpha frequency band (8-12 Hz) and their harmonics and subharmonics were not allowed to occur 

between the pulses (for instance 4 and 16 Hz for 8 Hz; 4.5 Hz and 18 Hz for 9 Hz; 5 and 20 Hz for 

10 Hz; 5.5 Hz and 22 Hz for 11 Hz; 6 and 24 Hz for 12 Hz).  

Each rTMS burst contained 20 pulses and each block contained 25 rTMS bursts. The interburst 

interval was randomly selected to be 10s or 11s. In each rTMS-EEG session, we delivered five 

rhythmic and five arrhythmic blocks, the order of which was randomized for each session and 

participant.  

In the main experiment, the intensity of the rTMS burst was set based on the desired, 

prospectively estimated EF strength. In the control experiment, we used a fixed stimulation 

intensity at 29% of the device output. Apart from the stimulation intensity and the coil angle, all 

the remaining stimulation parameters were the same in the real rhythmic protocols (main 

experiment) and the sham rhythmic protocol (control experiment).   

All stimulation protocols were performed with the participants at rest and instructed to keep 

their eyes open. During each block, a white noise, auditory masking stimulus was delivered through 

the QuietControl 30 wireless earphones. At the beginning of each session, we asked the participants 

to indicate the maximum sound volume that they could tolerate for more than an hour. The sound 

volume of the white noise was always kept below the manufacturer’s recommended safety limits. 

This procedure minimized but did not completely eliminate the participants’ ability to hear the 

click sound produced by the discharge of the coil 70,129.   
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3.5.11. Analysis of rTMS-EEG 

EEG preprocessing. We performed offline data analysis using the FieldTrip toolbox 

(v.20180114, http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl) with a custom-made MATLAB code. We first 

segmented the EEG data into trials of 8.5 seconds length that were time-locked to the offset of the 

rTMS burst in an interval from 3.5 s before to 5 s after the last TMS pulse. In the main experiment, 

each session contained ten blocks of both rhythmic and arrhythmic stimulation. We appended all 

blocks from a session into one data file and performed the preprocessing blinded to the stimulation 

type. Each dataset contained 125 trials for the rhythmic and 125 for the arrhythmic stimulation 

condition. The sham stimulation session contained 125 trials. All the following steps were identical 

in the main and control experiment. 

We defined a ringing artifact of the TMS pulse as the time interval from 4ms before to 9 ms 

after the pulse and excised them from the data. As the data still contained residual decay artifacts 

we ran an independent component analysis (fastICA) with 63 components. To define which 

components corresponded to decay artifacts we averaged the components’ signal 50 ms after TMS 

pulse over all trials. We rejected components whose amplitude exceeded 30 µV. On average, 

0.5±1.2 (Low); 1.2±1.2 (Medium); 1.3±1.2 (High) components were defined as decay artifacts. 

The time intervals around the TMS pulse were replaced via Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolation 

(pchip). 

The data then was re-referenced to the common average and was down-sampled to 1,250 Hz. 

We inspected the data to determine which channels or trials contained artifacts using a semi-

automatic algorithm adapted from ARTIST 95 that contained three main criteria. First, we estimated 

the power of each trial. The outlier power values for each trial and channel were defined as elements 

lying more than 1.5 interquartile ranges above the upper quartile or below the lower quartile. We 
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marked trials or channels that corresponded to outlier values as ‘bad’. If the number of ‘bad’ 

channels was less than 20% of the total amount, we interpolated the channels only within the ‘bad’ 

trial using the weighted signal of neighbor channels. If the percentage was higher, the trial was 

rejected. We then removed channels with a large standard deviation (STD > 30µV), which was 

related to channel movements under the TMS coil. In the next step, we defined channels with line 

noise or high impedance values. For that, we estimated the correlation coefficient of the signal 

from a channel with the signal of its neighbors. We removed channels with a low correlation 

coefficient (CorrCoef<0.4). On average, 4.2±1.8 (Low), 3.8±1.9 (Medium), 3.8±2.1 (High) 

channels were interpolated using the weighted signal from neighbor channels. 

As the last preprocessing step, we defined eye-related artifacts via the second ICA run. We 

reduced the number of independent components due to interpolated channels. Components 

corresponding to blinks, saccades and other eye movements were rejected. On average, we rejected 

3.1±1.8 (Low), 2.9±1.3 (Medium), and 2.8±1.2 (High) components during the second ICA run. For 

the further analysis we used 108.4±7.4 (Low), 107.6±5.1 (Medium) and 106.9±9.4 (High) trials 

with rhythmic and 107.3±7.1 (Low), 107.9±8.6 (Medium), and 109.0±7.4 (High) trials with 

arrhythmic stimulation. 

Phase locking value. We chose the PLV to describe the degree of synchronization of the EEG 

signal by an external repetitive force. PLV is based on the measurement of phase alignment of the 

signal to external pulses or stimulated channels 130. 

First, we simulated the sinusoidal wave as an additional channel for each trial at the 

individual alpha frequency. The phase of the simulated wave was aligned to the TMS offset. The 

data was decomposed by complex Morlet wavelet. The wavelets contained five cycles with a three-
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Gaussian window. The decomposition was performed for the trial interval from 3.5 before to 2.5 s 

after TMS offset. 

Then, we computed PLV between the phase component of the simulated wave with the 

remaining channels as follow: 

>?@	 = 	
A

B
3C(DEFG(H)IDJKL(H))B

HMA , 

where N is the number of repetitions (trials), Φong(n) and ΦIAF(n) are the instantaneous phase 

values at the time points n of the ongoing EEG signal and simulated sinusoidal wave at IAF, 

respectively. The values range from 0 to 1. The PLVs were baseline-normalized by dividing the 

values at each sample by the value average during the 3.0 to 2.5 seconds prior to TMS offset (In 

Fieldtrip: relative normalization). 

Statistical analysis. Differences in PLVs between rhythmic, arrhythmic and sham stimulation 

conditions were subjected to cluster-based permutation statistical analysis (two-tailed) at the 

respective stimulation frequency (8-12 Hz). In the main experiment, we used the dependent t-test 

between to compare the rhythmic and arrhythmic conditions at the Low, Medium and High sessions 

separately. In addition, we used the independent t-test to compare the real rhythmic conditions with 

the control (sham) condition. To control for multiple comparisons, we applied a non-parametric 

randomization approach. This procedure uses 1,000 randomizations to estimate the probability that 

a given number of significant electrodes (p<0.05) can be expected by chance.  

Control analyses. In order to ensure that the steps used in the rTMS-EEG data analysis cannot 

account for the observed pattern of findings we performed an additional control experiment by 

stimulating a piece of meat (chicken, phantom). Moreover, we used our control dataset consisting 

of artifact-free resting state EEG data to study whether our preprocessing pipeline can spuriously 
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induce the degree of neural synchronization. For both analyses, we used the identical pipeline for 

data preprocessing and PLV analysis, as described for the main analyis.  

In the phantom experiment, rhythmic rTMS was applied at the highest intensity used in the 

main group and sham group – 29% of maximum stimulator output. Pulses were applied in five 

blocks at stimulation frequency 10 Hz. The data were recorded from 32 EEG channels. 

The control dataset was taken from EEG data recorded from 16 participants before each 

rTMS-EEG session with the initial aim of estimating the individual alpha frequencies (IAF). The 

data contain a realistic amount of noise with realistic time-frequency characteristics. Because we 

applied no rTMS during resting state EEG data recordings, we simulated TMS pulses by 

periodically removing data segments and interpolating them using the IAF. 

Data segments of lengths comparable to the main dataset were marked with arbitrary ‘TMS 

pulse’ onsets based on IAF. The three sessions from each participant were appended to one dataset 

in order to increase the number of trials. An average of 104.2±6.5 trials were used for the analysis. 

This is comparable with the trial numbers used in the main analysis (for example, 108.4±7.4 for 

low intensity).  

3.6. Supplementary material 

3.6.1. Validation measurements 

Since rTMS devices typically operate at high stimulation intensities (≥ 30% MSO) we first 

validated the output stability of our MagPro X100 stimulator with the MC-B70 coil in the lower 

stimulation intensity regimen. For that purpose, we measured the induced EF waveforms and peak 

voltage values with an external induction coil, which was connected to a digital storage 
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oscilloscope (Rigol DS1052E). The tests were performed at intensities from five to 20 percent of 

MSO with 1% increments and at 30% of MSO. We applied 20 TMS pulses at each pre-determined 

stimulation intensity. The stimulator produced detectable and stable TMS pulses starting at 8% of 

MSO. This prospective validation measurement determined the practical lower limit for the rTMS 

dose, and we ensured that all participants received a stimulation intensity of ≥ 8% MSO. This value 

corresponds to the induced peak value of an absolute EF strength of ca. 20 mV/mm. Note that TMS 

pulses weaker than 8% MSO probably produced electromagnetic-fields but our external induction 

coil was unable to detect them. 

Index PMID Article Method Threshold  
percent 

MSO 

1 28343866 Albouy et al. 86 FXD i/r 60 
2 29247630 Ando et al. 131 RMT 90 n/r 
3 27812319 Bai et al. 132 RMT 90 n/r 
4 28928648 Bharath et al. 133 RMT 90 n/r 
5 29241839 Cao et al. 134 RMT 100 44.5 
6 27600845 Capotosto et al. 135 RMT 100 n/r 
7 30099627 Cha et al. 136 RMT 110 n/r 
8 29060275 Chen et al. 137 RMT 110 n/r 
9 27445730 D’Agata et al. 138 RMT 80 n/r 

10 27215619 Daltrozzo et al. 139 RMT 90 n/r 
11 26679060 DelFelice et al. 140 RMT 100 58.6/61.9 
12 30253222 DiGiacomo et al. 141 RMT 80 47.4 
13 27626224 Emrich et al. 142 RMT 110 72 
14 29984172 Fisher et al. 143 RMT 90 n/r 
15 26608023 Gongora et al. 144 RMT 80 47.4 
16 29770146 He et al. 145 RMT 100 n/r 
17 29224411 Hunter et al. 146 RMT 80-120 n/r 
18 29238296 Jin et al. 147 RMT 90 n/r 
19 26778629 Kamp et al. 148 RMT 110 n/r 
20 28413707 Karton et al. 149 vMT 80 n/r 
21 27138833 Kazemi et al. 150 RMT 100/120 n/r 
22 30233346 Kazemi et al. 151 RMT 100/120 n/r 
23 30386222 Keuper et al. 152 FXD i/r 50 
24 27909453 Kim et al. 153 vMT 110 n/r 
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25 27852164 Kito et al. 154 MT 120 n/r 
26 29277405 Koch et al. 155 RMT 110 60.8 
27 25165064 Li et al. 156 MT 100 n/r 
28 28959194 Li et al. 157 RMT 110 n/r 
29 28614399 Li et al. 158 RMT 110 n/r 
30 29742385 Lowe et al. 159 RMT 80 52/53 
31 28689295 Lozeron et al. 160 RMT 80 n/r 
32 28008080 Moebius et al. 161 RMT 110 n/r 
33 30219485 Nathou et al. 162 RMT 80 n/r 
34 27516735 Nicolo et al. 163 vMT 90 n/r 
35 28160748 Noda et al. 154 RMT 95 82.2 
36 30318052 Noda et al. 164 RMT 95 78 
37 26873935 Oshima 165 RMT 90 n/r 
38 30290037 Prashad et al.166 vMT 80 n/r 
39 29914282 Rocha  et al. 167 RMT 80 46.2 
40 26584867 Romei 93 AMT 90 41.9 
41 27687560 Rousseau 168 RMT 120 n/r 
42 30425640 Shalbaf et al. 169 vMT 120 n/r 
43 29249371 Shields et al. 170 vMT 90 n/r 
44 28539601 Spadone et al. 171 RMT 100 n/r 
45 27428476 Tikka et al. 172 RMT 80 n/r 
46 30295684 Valiulis et al. 173 MT 100 n/r 
47 28902713 Xia et al. 174 RMT 90 n/r 

 

Table 3. The vast majority of rTMS studies determine stimulation intensity with the so-called near 

threshold dosing approach 

. 

We performed a systematic search on PubMed of literature published between 2016 and 2018 with 

the searching terms “rTMS AND EEG” and “rhythmic TMS AND EEG”. Of the 134 hits, we found 

47 eligible articles. All published studies had determined the stimulation frequency with the fixed 

intensity or the motor threshold approach. The articles are ordered alphabetically. Abbreviations: 

FXD: fixed intensity; i/r: irrelevant; MSO: maximum stimulator output expressed in percentages; 

MT: motor threshold; n/r: information is not reported; PMID: PubMed identification number; 

RMT: resting motor threshold; vMT: visually identified motor threshold.   
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Figure 10. Group-level (n=16) spatial distribution of electric field values. (A) Absolute electric 

field values were extracted from the gray matter and projected onto the inflated Freesurfer average 

template brain. (B) Group-level peak magnitudes of the absolute electric field values in the two 

rTMS dosing approaches. (C) Group-level normal component of the electric field values was 

extracted from the gray matter and projected onto the inflated Freesurfer average template brain. 

(D) Peak magnitudes of the normal component of the electric field in the two rTMS dosing 

approaches. Peak magnitudes correspond to the 99.9th percentile. A black plus sign shows the 
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positioning of the TMS coil over the PO3 electrode. Bar plots show the mean and dot plots show 

the median values. Range plots correspond to the 2.5th and the 97.5th percentiles, respectively. 

Abbreviations: EF – electric field; RMT – resting motor threshold. 

 

 
Figure 11. Participants reported a minimal amount of somatosensory perceptual adverse effects. 

Both in the main (low, medium and high rTMS) and control experiment (sham rTMS), the 

participants filled out a post-experimental questionnaire about the somatosensory perceptual 

adverse effects. Likert scale ranges from 0 and 10, where 0 refers to no sensation detected, 1 

indicates minimally detectable sensation and 10 refers to unbearably uncomfortable sensation. NA 

refers to the case when no answer was provided by the participant.  
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4.1. Abstract  

This study was conducted to provide a better understanding of the role of electric field 

strength in the production of aftereffects in resting state scalp electroencephalography by repetitive 

transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) in humans. We conducted two separate experiments in 

which we applied rTMS over the left parietal-occipital region. Prospective electric field simulation 

guided the choice of the individual stimulation intensities. In the main experiment, 16 participants 

received rhythmic and arrhythmic rTMS bursts at between ca. 20 and 50 mv/mm peak absolute 

electric field intensities. In the control experiment, another group of 16 participants received sham 

rTMS. To characterize the aftereffects, we estimated the alpha power (8-14 Hz) changes recorded 

in the inter-burst intervals, i.e., from 0.2 to 10 seconds after rTMS. We found aftereffects lasting 

up to two seconds after stimulation with ca. 35 mV/mm. Relative to baseline, alpha power was 

significantly reduced by the arrhythmic protocol, while there was no significant change with the 

rhythmic protocol. However, we found no significant long-term, i.e., up to 10-second, differences 

between the rhythmic and arrhythmic stimulation, or between the rhythmic and sham protocols. 

Weak arrhythmic rTMS induced short-lived alpha suppression during the inter-burst intervals.  
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4.2. Introduction 

The self-organized activity of neurons and neural assemblies produces oscillating electric 

fields in the brain 175. These oscillating electric fields are recurrent, as they feed back onto the 

neural assemblies thereby facilitating neural synchrony and plasticity 175. Repetitive transcranial 

magnetic stimulation (rTMS) induces a periodic electromagnetic field in the brain 81, which triggers 

molecular, cellular, and electrophysiological changes in neuro-glia networks 176.  

In our previous work, we studied the immediate electrophysiological effects of rTMS using 

a novel stimulation intensity selection approach 72. In order to individually adapt the stimulation 

intensities, we prospectively estimated the rTMS-induced electric field strengths 72. Using this 

approach we have shown that peak absolute electric fields between ca. 35 and 50 mV/mm already 

induced immediate changes in the electroencephalogram (EEG) in humans 72. 

Yet, many applications of rTMS aim at inducing neural effects that outlast the duration of 

the stimulation itself. Therefore, in the present study we investigated possible aftereffects of the 

stimulation by focusing on the EEG recordings in the inter-burst intervals from 0.2 to 10 s after the 

rTMS bursts. The selected time window is free from rTMS-induced artifacts such as ringing, decay, 

cranial muscular, somatosensory or auditory artifacts 177.  

To quantify the aftereffects, we estimated the spectral power in the alpha frequency band 

which is a common outcome measure in the rTMS-EEG literature 178. Based on the entrainment 

echo hypothesis 179, we expected that rhythmic rTMS at the individual alpha frequencies would 

entrain neural oscillations and increase alpha power due to facilitated spike-timing dependent 

plasticity. On the other hand, we expected that arrhythmic (active control) or sham (90° tilt) 

protocols would not entrain ongoing posterior alpha oscillation and, therefore, would not produce 

any aftereffects.  
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4.3. Methods 

4.3.1. Secondary analysis  

To test our hypotheses we performed a secondary analysis of our openly available rTMS-

EEG dataset (https://github.com/ZsoltTuri/2019_rTMS-EEG). We reported the immediate 

electrophysiological effects elsewhere 72. This dataset contains EEG recordings from two separate 

experiments (see point 3.3.5 for more details).   

4.3.2. Participants 

We included only neurologically healthy participants in the study 72. For more details, see 

Table 4.  

 Main experiment Control experiment 

Sample size (n) 16 16 

Mean age ± SD (years) 25.5 ± 3.2 23.9 ± 3.9 

Age range (years) 21 to 32 20 to 34 

Number of women/men 8/8 8/8 

Exclusion criteria assessed by Self-reports and/or neurological examinations 

Contraindications None None 

Mean laterality indexa ± SD 78.4 ± 50.1 78.8 ± 31.6 

Laterality index range -30 to 100 0 to 100 

 

Table 4. Participant information. We assessed the handedness laterality index with the Edinburgh 

Handedness Inventory120. 
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4.3.3. Ethics 

The Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center Göttingen approved the 

investigation, the experimental protocols, and all methods used in the main and control experiment 

(application number: 35/7/17). We performed all the experiments under the relevant guidelines and 

regulations. All participants gave written informed consent before participation 72.  

4.3.4. Head modeling and electric field estimation 

We used a freely available open software package called Simulation of Non-invasive Brain 

Stimulation (SimNIBS, version 2.0.1) 122. We used anatomical T1- and T2-weighted and diffusion-

based magnetic resonance imaging data (MRI) to generate individualized, multi-compartment head 

models. The head models included the following compartments (corresponding conductivity values 

in [S/m]): scalp (0.465), bone (0.01), cerebrospinal fluid (1.654), gray matter (0.275) and white 

matter (0.126). For the gray and white matter compartments, we used anisotropic conductivity 

values using the volume-normalized method 124.  

4.3.5. Experimental procedure and stimulation parameters  

In the main experiment (n = 16), we performed prospective electric field modeling to 

individually adapt the stimulation intensities (see Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.2A). 

Participants took part in three rTMS-EEG sessions separated by at least 48 hours. In each session, 

we applied rTMS at 20, 35, or 50 mV/mm peak absolute electric fields. These field values correspond 

to 9.5 ± 1.1%, 16.8 ± 2%, and 23.9 ± 2.5 % of the group-averaged device output. We refer to these 
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sessions as Low, Medium, and High intensity conditions, respectively. For further details about the 

rTMS protocols, see Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.2B (top). 

In the control experiment (n = 16), an independent group of participants received sham rTMS 

with the coil tilted by 90° (see Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.2B, bottom) 119. During 

the measurement, this sham protocol produced acoustic and ringing/decay artifacts while it 

minimized the induced electric field in the brain. We used the same stimulation intensity for each 

participant, which we fixed at 29% of the device output. This value corresponded to the maximum 

pulse amplitude used in the High intensity condition of the main experiment.  

In both experiments, we applied rTMS over the left parietal-occipital area, specifically at the 

PO3 electrode as defined by the international 10/20 EEG system. The participants received the 

stimulation in the resting state, eyes open condition (Ошибка! Источник ссылки не 

найден.2C). We delivered the rhythmic rTMS at the individual alpha frequency, which we 

estimated prior to each session from the resting state EEG recordings 72. Based on the Arnold’s 

tongue model of neural entrainment, this is a necessary step to maximize the efficacy of inducing 

neural entrainment. In the arrhythmic rTMS, we applied rTMS in a manner that avoided any 

rhythmicity in the timing of the consecutive pulses 86,180. Here, we prospectively adjusted the timing 

of each pulse so that frequencies in the alpha frequency band (8–12 Hz) as well as their harmonics 

and subharmonics did not occur (e.g., 4 and 16 Hz for 8 Hz)72. 

In both experiments, we used a MagPro X100 stimulator with MagOption (MagVenture, 

Denmark), normal coil current direction, biphasic pulses with 280 µs pulse width, and a MC-B70 

figure-of-eight coil.  During rTMS we simultaneously recorded the scalp EEG with a TMS-

compatible, 64 channel, active EEG system (BrainProducts, Munich, Germany). 
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Figure 12. Study overview.  (A) The stimulation intensity was individually adapted based on 

prospective electric field modeling. (B) The stimulation parameters in the main and control 

experiments. In the control experiment, we delivered rhythmic sham rTMS. (C) We defined the 

aftereffects by focusing on the rTMS artifact-free inter-burst intervals (highlighted in orange). 

Abbreviations: MSO – maximum stimulator output.  

 

4.3.6. EEG analysis 

EEG preprocessing. EEG analysis was performed using the FieldTrip software package 

(http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl) with custom-made MATLAB code. First, the TMS-EEG data were 

segmented into trials that were time-locked to the offset of the rTMS burst (from 3.5s before and 

10 s after the last TMS pulse). The datasets in both experiments (main and control) included 125 
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trials with each stimulation condition. We removed the rTMS-induced ringing artifacts from 4 ms 

before to 9 ms after the TMS pulse. The first round of ICA (fastICA) was performed to 

automatically identify the decay artifact by averaging the time course of components over 50ms 

after each TMS pulse. Components with an amplitude exceeding 30 µV were rejected. Piecewise 

Cubic Hermite Interpolation (pchip) replaced the time intervals around the pulses.  

Then, the data were downsampled to 625 Hz. We applied a 80 Hz low-pass and a 0.1 Hz 

high-pass filter (Butterworth IIR filter type, ‘but’ in FieldTrip). A discrete Fourier transform-based 

filter was used to remove the 50 Hz line noise. Next, the data were inspected for artifactual trials 

and channels. The procedure included a semi-automatic algorithm described in detail in reference 

95. In brief, we defined the outlier channels and trials, which exceeded 1.5 interquartile ranges. If a 

trial contained fewer than 20% of such channels, they were interpolated in the trial, but otherwise 

removed. The channels with line noise or high impedance levels were defined by estimating the 

correlation coefficient with the neighboring channels. We rejected channels that had a correlation 

coefficient value lower than 0.4 with their neighbors.  All removed channels were then interpolated 

using the weighted signal of the neighboring channels.  

After inspecting the data we defined the number of independent components for the ICA 

(binICA) by estimating the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the EEG data. We defined the 

number of ICA components as the rank of the diagonal matrix minus the number of the interpolated 

channels. We ran ICA only on trials that did not contain any interpolated channels. Independent 

components were visually inspected for artifacts. The components containing eye-related artifacts, 

muscle, and line noise artifacts were projected out from the data. After preprocessing, 93.8±9.9 

(mean ±SD) trials remained for the High, 91.1±13.4 trials for the Medium and 92.5±9.9 trials for 
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the Low-intensity conditions. As the last preprocessing step, we applied two seconds of padding 

(‘mirror’) to the data intervals corresponding to baseline. 

Short-term aftereffect. We performed the time-frequency analysis by running Wavelet 

decomposition on frequencies from 1 to 25 Hz for the whole length of the trial from -5.5 to 10 

seconds around the TMS burst offset. The wavelet consisted of seven cycles with 3 Gaussian 

widths. Once the wavelet analysis was completed, we performed a statistical analysis to test the 

short-term aftereffect of the protocols and the time. To this aim, we used two-second intervals 

before (‘baseline’) and after (‘activation’) the rTMS burst. For each participant we averaged the 

data over all trials and then performed the statistical analysis (Fieldtrip as ‘actvsbslT’ test) 

separately for each intensity condition (High, Medium, and Low). To reduce the influence of the 

remaining TMS artifacts we performed a cluster-based permutation test (Monte Carlo, 2-25 Hz 

frequency range two-tailed t-test with 1,000 permutations) 0.2s after the last TMS pulse. The null 

hypothesis was rejected if the p-value of the maximum cluster level statistics was below 0.05 (one-

tailed test). 

Long-term after effect. For the second analysis, we normalized the power of all intervals of 

ca. 10 seconds length after rTMS bursts to baseline, i.e., the 1s period before the start of the rTMS 

burst, using the decibel conversion. The frequency range was normalized by extracting the IAF 

from the original frequency, and was averaged over IAF ± 1Hz and over the ten left parietal 

channels (i.e., P7, P5, P3, P1, Pz, PO7, PO3, POz, O1, Oz). 

Statistical analysis of the normalized power including ten channels and the entire trial 

duration from zero to ten seconds was performed for each stimulation intensity separately. First, 

we used the independent samples t-test to compare rhythmic real and rhythmic sham rTMS 

protocols in the High-intensity condition. When comparing the real and sham rhythmic protocols, 
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we focused primarily on the high intensity condition because our participants received only one 

sham rTMS session corresponding to the high intensity condition in the main experiment. Note 

that in the sham protocol we fixed the stimulation intensity at 29% of the device output.  To 

compare the rhythmic and arrhythmic conditions we used dependent sample t-tests separately for 

each intensity condition at IAF ± 1 Hz. A non-parametric Monte Carlo approach with 1,000 

randomizations was performed to estimate the probability of whether a given amount of significant 

electrodes (p<0.05) could be expected by chance. 

4.4. Results 

4.4.1. Short-term aftereffect 

First, we focused on analyzing the alpha power change following the rTMS bursts and 

compared it to the baseline value. In the rhythmic conditions, the analysis revealed no statistically 

significant differences from baseline in any of the intensity conditions (see Fig. 13). Note that in 

the Medium intensity condition the change was nearly significant (p = 0.07). However, in the 

arrhythmic conditions there was a significant change with the Medium intensity (p = 0.03), but not 

with any other intensity (see Fig. 13B). Lastly, the analysis revealed that the alpha power did not 

change significantly from baseline after the sham protocol (Fig. 13C). Note that the present study 

used only one sham condition as a control for the High intensity rhythmic condition. 
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Figure 13. Alpha power change after the rTMS bursts compared with the baseline time period 

(activation vs. baseline analysis). Time-frequency plots show the power in the range from 5 to 25 

Hz (A) in the rhythmic, main, (B) in the arrhythmic, control and (C) in the sham rTMS protocols. 

Horizontal lines represent the limits of alpha rhythm (8-14 Hz). Zero on the abscissa corresponds 
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to the time of stimulation offset. Statistical analysis was performed with a gap of 200 ms to reduce 

the influence of residual TMS artifacts.  

 

4.4.2. Long-term aftereffect 

In the following analyses, we focused on the IAF, because the entrainment hypothesis 

predicts that the most pronounced effects should occur in frequencies at and close to the IAF 92. 

We compared the rhythmic and sham protocols in the High intensity condition using a non-

parametric cluster-based permutation test of the normalized alpha power. The analysis did not 

reveal any significant difference between the real and sham groups (p = 0.30; Ошибка! Источник 

ссылки не найден. 14).   

 

 

Figure 14. Real rTMS did not change the spectral power relative to the sham rTMS at the individual 

alpha frequency. The plots show the mean (black line) and SEM (shaded area) of normalized alpha 

power during the whole trial. The power at IAF ± 1Hz was averaged over ten parietal channels 

around the stimulation electrode – PO3 (red). The vertical lines at -2 and zero seconds represent 
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stimulation onset and offset, respectively. Note that we aligned the analysis relative to the end of 

rTMS bursts. Thus, the exact beginning at -2 second varies according to the IAF.   

 

Next, we compared the rhythmic and arrhythmic protocols using non-parametric cluster-

based permutation tests on the normalized alpha power. Again, the test revealed no significant 

differences between these protocols either in the High (p = 0.18), Medium (p = 0.08), or Low (p = 

0.23) intensity conditions (see Fig. 15).  
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Figure 15. Lack of significant differences in the individual alpha power between rhythmic and 

arrhythmic rTMS. The plots show the mean (black line) and SEM (shaded area) of alpha power 

after rTMS bursts (time = 0). The power is normalized to the 1-second-long baseline period directly 
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before the rTMS bursts with decibel correction and averaged over groups and ten parietal 

channels. Alpha power is extracted at IAF ± 1Hz. Statistical analysis showed no significant 

difference between the rhythmic and arrhythmic conditions for any stimulation intensity. The 

vertical lines at -2 and zero seconds represent stimulation onset and offset, respectively. Note that 

we aligned the analysis relative to the end of rTMS bursts. Thus, the exact beginning at -2 second 

varies according to the IAF.  

 

These findings indicate that relative to the arrhythmic, control conditions, real rTMS at ca. 

20 and 50 mV/mm peak absolute electric field did not change the spectral power in the inter-burst 

intervals in the individual alpha frequency ± 1 Hz range. There was a non-significant (p = 0.08) 

decrease in alpha power relative to the arrhythmic condition, real rTMS at ca. 35 mV/mm for up to 

10 seconds.  

4.5. Discussion  

In the present study, we investigated the electrophysiological aftereffects of rhythmic, 

arrhythmic, and sham rTMS protocols in humans. We defined aftereffects as changes in the alpha 

power (8-14 Hz) during the inter-burst intervals. We measured short-term aftereffects, i.e. up to 

two seconds after stimulation, and long-term aftereffects, i.e. from two to ten seconds after 

stimulation. We expected that rhythmic rTMS would entrain alpha oscillations and lead to 

increased alpha power after rTMS 179. Based on the entrainment echo hypothesis, we expected 

alpha power to be increased for up to ca. two seconds after each burst with rhythmic stimulation. 

We also expected that neither sham nor arrhythmic rTMS would have any aftereffects on power 

modulation.  

Contrary to our expectations, we observed no aftereffects on alpha power in the rhythmic 

rTMS protocols with all intensities. In the medium intensity condition, we observed a significant 
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decrease in alpha power in the arrhythmic, and a slight, but non-significant increase in the rhythmic 

protocol. When studying the entire ten-second inter-burst interval, we found no significant 

differences in alpha power between the rhythmic and sham or rhythmic and arrhythmic protocols.  

Compared to conventional rTMS studies that typically use electric fields of ca. 100 mV/mm, 

the present study applied field strengths that were several times weaker ranging from 20 to 50 

mV/mm. One might argue that the applied electric field strength was simply too weak to induce any 

aftereffects. Following the above argument, one should find more robust aftereffects on alpha 

power in studies using much stronger stimulation intensities and thus greater electric field 

strengths. To gain a comprehensive overview, we performed a systematic literature search on rTMS 

studies using conventional intensities published between 1989 and 2017 (see S1 Appendix for 

details).  

In this search, we focused on studies that evaluated the aftereffects of 10 Hz rTMS on alpha 

power. We identified 16 eligible articles; ten of which described no aftereffects after rTMS. Two 

articles described an increase, two articles observed both an increase and a decrease, and one article 

described a decrease. One article reported incomplete statistical tests to support the claimed 

aftereffect (e.g., post-hoc tests were missing; see Table 5 for more details). One plausible reason 

for the contradictory findings may be the known variability in the stimulation parameters, such as 

the number of pulses, duration of the inter-train intervals, the neuronal state of the stimulated area, 

etc. 109.  

Moreover, these studies also differ in how they operationalize the rTMS-induced aftereffects. 

Whereas some studies focused on the short inter-burst intervals e.g., 181, others analyzed the time 

interval after the end of the rTMS protocol e.g., 182. Furthermore, studies may also differ in whether 

they evaluate the aftereffects directly after the end of the rTMS protocol or after a certain delay 
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period e.g., 61. In the present literature search, this delay period varied from several minutes e.g., 183 

up to one week e.g., 184. Finally, these studies recruited healthy persons as well as patients (e.g., 

medication resistant major depression 183), which is an important factor to consider when evaluating 

the aftereffects of rTMS.  

Taken together, it is difficult to draw comprehensive conclusions about the expected 

direction of the EEG aftereffects following 10 Hz rTMS. Therefore, the result of the literature 

analysis was that the evidence about the aftereffects on spectral power in conventional rTMS 

studies is currently inconclusive.  

At conventional intensities, 10 Hz rTMS is supposed to increase the corticospinal excitability 

level 109. The most typical outcome measure in humans is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the single 

pulse TMS-induced motor evoked potential. Many studies have found increased motor evoked 

potential amplitudes after the end of a 10 Hz rTMS protocol that lasted for a few minutes 185. 

Inhibitory synaptic effects likely play a significant role in the pattern of aftereffects. For instance, 

a previous in vitro tissue culture study provided evidence that 10 Hz repetitive magnetic stimulation 

induced long-term potentiation in inhibitory synapses 116. Moreover, scalp EEG alpha oscillations 

have been associated with cortical inhibition in humans 117. Therefore, future studies should also 

investigate the aftereffects of 10 Hz rTMS on the corticospinal excitability level together with the 

EEG changes when applying weak electric fields, such as in the present study. 

In the present study, we focused on electrophysiological aftereffect recorded during the inter-

burst intervals. At medium intensities (ca. 35 mV/mm), arrhythmic rTMS significantly reduced the 

alpha power shortly after the rTMS bursts, while the increase in alpha power after rhythmic rTMS 

was not statistically significant. These findings may be explained by previous observations that 

cortical inhibitory mechanisms might have lower intensity thresholds than those producing 
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excitation 115. It remains to be seen which electric field intensities can induce more robust and long-

term aftereffects that are manifest for up to several minutes or even longer after the end of the 

protocol. 

 

4.6. Supplemental information 

We found 194 articles between January 2009 and December 2017 that described studies using 

rTMS at the alpha frequency band in humans. We selected studies delivering rTMS at 10 Hz and 

at individualized frequencies at alpha or mu rhythms. We excluded 145 articles that did not use the 

EEG to evaluate the effects of rTMS. We removed six articles that sequentially combined 1 Hz 

rTMS with 10 Hz rTMS as well as two prospective clinical trials. We identified 41 articles that 

combined rTMS with EEG measurements, 17 of which evaluated the effects of rTMS by assessing 

spectral power. We further excluded four articles that focused on immediate electrophysiological 

effects. Ten of the remaining thirteen articles used a fixed 10 Hz stimulation frequency. Two 

articles set the stimulation frequency at the individual mu rhythm, and one at the individual alpha 

rhythm (see Part I in Table 5).  

We further divided the 13 articles based on the time period in which they analyzed the rTMS-

induced electrophysiological aftereffects. High-frequency rTMS (≥ 5 Hz) protocols deliver the 

stimulation in short bursts/trains and therefore employ several seconds of inter-train intervals 

between each burst. For example, one can deliver 1,000 rTMS pulses in 20 bursts, using 50 pulses 

in each burst and 25 s inter-train intervals. The role of the inter-train interval is at least twofold: 

they prevent coil overheating, and are important for patient safety. Without inter-train intervals, 

the likelihood increases that high-frequency rTMS might induce an epileptic seizure even in 
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healthy individuals. The short inter-train interval also allows recording and analyzing simultaneous 

scalp EEG periods that are free of rTMS-induced artifacts. Therefore, the EEG analysis can focus 

on these short inter-train intervals. It can start directly after the last pulse or several minutes after 

the end of the protocol. We identified four articles that analyzed the aftereffects during the inter-

train intervals. Six articles focused on aftereffects occurring directly after the last pulse and four 

after the end of the stimulation protocol. This latter period varied between several minutes to one 

week. 

  



Table 5. Summary of studies investigating the rTMS-induced electrophysiological aftereffects.  

Abbreviations: act: active/real stimulation; DLPFC: dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex; EEG RoT: EEG electrode landmark and rule of thumb; 

IAF: individual alpha frequency; IMF: individual mu frequency; IPL: inferior parietal lobe; iIPS: inferior intraparietal sulcus; ITI: inter-

train intervals; MT: motor threshold; NN anat: neuronavigation based on individual anatomy; n: sample size; No.: number; n.s.: not 

significant; PT: phosphene threshold; RMD: repeated measures design; RMT: resting motor threshold; RoT: rule of thumb; RT: participants’ 

reaction time;  S1: primary somatosensory cortex; SD: single design without sham or control rTMS; sh: sham stimulation; SGD: separate 

group design; SPL: superior parietal lobule; sp-TMS: single pulse TMS; vMT: visual motor threshold.  

 
Part I. Our systematic literature search results 

 

Nr. Article Sample n Dose Target Target 
selection Frequency Total no. 

of pulses 
Pulses/ 
train 

Train 
number 

Inter- 
train 

interval 

Session 
number 

Sham/ 
control 
rTMS 

Design rTMS 
during 

EEG 
period Aftereffect on alpha power 

1 Narushima 
2010 

medication 
resistant 
vascular 

depression 

act: 
43 
sh: 
22 

110% 
RMT 

left 
DLPFC 

NN 
anat 10 1,200 60 20 60 10/15 sham 

coil SGD rest after n.s. 

2 Azila Noh 
2011 healthy 12 100% 

RMT 

left 
motor 
cortex 

sp-TMS 
hot spot IMF 400/1,200 20 20/60 68 1 tilt by 

90° 

RMD-
same 
day 

rest ITI increase 

3 Valiulis 
2012 

medication 
resistant 

major 
depression 

23 100% 
MT 

left 
DLPFC 

sp-TMS 
hot spot 

RoT 
10 1,600 80 20 40 10/15 no SD rest after increase 

4 Fuggetta 
2013 healthy 

act: 
11 
sh: 
11 

100% 
RMT 

left 
motor 
cortex 

sp-TMS 
hot spot 10 400 20 20 30 1 tilt by 

90° SGD rest ITI n.s. 

5 Puzzo 
2013 healthy 14 110% 

RMT 
left 
IPL 

EEG 
P3 IMF+1 720 24 30 15.6 1 no 

rTMS SD task ITI n.s. 

6 Pripfl 
2014 SUD-nic 11 90% 

RMT 
left 

DLPFC NN-anat 10 1,200 50 24 25 1 vertex RMD rest 
after 
last 

pulse 
decrease 

7 Weisz 
2014 healthy 

act: 
15 
sh: 
15 

50% 
MSO 

left 
auditory 
cortex 

EEG 
RoT IAF 1,000 50 20 25 1 tilt by 

45° SGD rest 

ITI & 
after 
last 

pulse 

ITI: Increase in real rTMS driven 
by decrease in sham. 

after: n.s. 
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Nr. Article Sample n Dose Target Target 
selection Frequency Total no. 

of pulses 
Pulses/ 
train 

Train 
number 

Inter- 
train 

interval 

Session 
number 

Sham/ 
control 
rTMS 

Design rTMS 
during 

EEG 
period Aftereffect on alpha power 

8 
Wozniak-

Kwasniewska 
2014 

healthy 20 120% 
RMT 

left 
DLPFC 

NN 
anat 10 800 50 16 54 1 sham 

coil RMD rest 
after 
last 

pulse 
n.s. 

9 De Felice 
2016 SUD-alc 

act: 
10 
sh: 
10 

100% 
RMT 

left 
DLPFC 

EEG 
F3 10 1,000 50 20 20 4 

3 cm 
wooden 

plate 
SGD rest after n.s. 

10 Kim  
2016 healthy 

act: 
12 
sh: 
12 

110% 
vMT 

left 
DLPFC 

sp-TMS 
hot spot 

RoT 
10 1,600 50 32 n/r 12 tilt by 

90° SGD rest 
after 
last 

pulse 

increase 
decrease 

11 Pathak 
2016 

major 
depression 5 100% 

MT 
left 

DLPFC 
NN 
anat 10 1,000 50 20 20 20 no SD rest after n.s. 

12 Möbius  
2017 healthy 23 110% 

MT 
left 

DLPFC 
EEG 
F3 10 3,000 50 60 25 1 tilt by 

45° RMD rest 
after 
last 

pulse 
n.s. 

13 Xia 
2017 DOC 18 

12 
90% 
RMT 

left 
DLPFC 

EEG 
F3 10 1,000 100 10 60 1 

20 no SD rest 
after 
last 

pulse 
n.s. 

 
Part II. Selected studies from a review of Thut and Pascual-Leone (2010) 

 

Nr. Article Sample n Dose Target Target 
selection Frequency Total no. 

of pulses 
Pulses/ 
train 

Train 
number 

Inter- 
train 

interval 

Session 
number 

Sham/ 
control 
rTMS 

Design rTMS 
during 

EEG 
period Aftereffect on alpha power 

14 Okamura 
2001 healthy 

act: 
20 
sh: 
12 

100% 
MT 

left 
PFC RoT 10 60 30 2 300 1 tilt by 

90° SGD rest 
after 
last 

pulse 
no statistical test reported 

15 Klimesch 
2003 healthy 15 110% 

RMT 

right 
IPS 
mid 

frontal 

EEG 
P6 
Fz 

IAF+1 1,728 24 72 11.6 + 
RT 1 

tilt by 
90° 

 
IAF-3 
20 Hz 

RMD task ITI decrease 
increase 

16 Griskova 
2007 healthy 18 

act: 
110% 
RMT 

sh: 
90% 
RMT 

left 
DLPFC 

EEG 
F3 

RoT 
10 2,000 20 100 10 1 tilt by 

45° RMD rest 
after 
last 

pulse 
n.s. 
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5.1. Abstracts 

Sensorimotor µ-alpha rhythm reflects the state of cortical excitability. Repetitive 

transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) can modulate neural synchrony by inducing periodic 

electric fields (EFs) in the cortical networks. We hypothesized that the increased synchronization 

of µ-alpha rhythm would inhibit the corticospinal excitability reflected by decreased motor 

evoked potentials (MEP). In seventeen healthy participants, we applied rhythmic, arrhythmic, 

and sham rTMS over the left M1. The stimulation intensity was individually adapted to 35 mV/mm 

using prospective EF estimation. This intensity corresponded to ca. 40 % of the resting motor 

threshold. We found that rhythmic rTMS increased synchronization of µ-alpha rhythm, increased 

µ-alpha/beta power, and reduced MEPs. On the other hand, arrhythmic rTMS did not change the 

ongoing µ-alpha synchronization or MEPs, though it increased the alpha/beta power. We 

concluded that low intensity, rhythmic rTMS can synchronize µ-alpha rhythm and modulate the 

corticospinal excitability in M1. 
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5.2. Introduction 

Synchronously fluctuating transmembrane currents generate rhythmic activity in neural 

ensembles. These current flow alterations go along with the rhythmic shift between higher and 

lower excitability states 186.  

Sensorimotor µ-alpha power in the range of 8-13 Hz reflects the corticospinal excitability 

fluctuation in the motor cortex. In humans, µ-alpha excitability can be measured non-invasively 

with the electro-/magnetoencephalogram (EEG/MEG) 187, or by recording motor evoked 

potentials (MEP) after transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). The amplitude of the MEP 

depends on the timing of the TMS pulse relative to the phase of the sensorimotor µ-alpha wave 

188. When TMS is delivered at the trough of the µ-alpha wave, the MEP amplitudes are larger 

than with TMS delivered randomly or at the peak 188.  

Increased synchronization of the µ-alpha rhythm over central and parietal areas occurs 

during a motor inhibition task 189. MEP amplitudes were reduced during the inhibition condition 

when participants had to inhibit the motor response as compared to the motor activation task and 

baseline 189. These findings support the inhibition-timing hypothesis that assumes that µ-alpha 

oscillation is induced by inhibitory cells and reflects the shifts between the phases of maximal 

and minimal inhibition states 25. 

Ten Hz rTMS tends to increase the corticospinal excitability in most participants 190. This 

effect may appear opposite to the inhibition-timing hypothesis by which induced µ-alpha rhythm 

should inhibit rather than increase the corticospinal excitability. However, not one single 

parameter defines the neural mechanism of rTMS but rather the combination of the frequency 

and amplitude of stimulation and duration of the protocols. 

We propose that one crucial parameter in deciding the effects of rTMS on corticospinal 

excitability level is the degree of µ-alpha synchronization. We predict that if 10 Hz rTMS can 

increase the degree of µ-alpha synchronization in the motor cortex, it should shift the oscillatory 
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state into inhibition and temporarily decrease the corticospinal excitability. On the other hand, a 

10 Hz protocol might perturb, rather than increase the degree of µ-alpha synchronization. This 

might be the case at high stimulation intensities or when using arrhythmic rTMS. By reducing 

µ-alpha synchronization cortical inhibition would be less and thereby it would result in a 

temporarily increase of corticospinal excitability. 

In our previous study 72 we used a novel stimulation intensity selection approach for rTMS, 

which was based on prospective electric field (EF) estimation. We observed ongoing parietal-

occipital alpha synchronization at comparably low intensities in the range of 30-42% of the 

resting motor threshold corresponding to 35 and 50 mV/mm 
72.  

In the present study, we extended our previous study by focusing on effects and aftereffects 

on sensorimotor µ-alpha synchronization and corticospinal excitability level. To this aim, we 

applied rhythmic, arrhythmic, and sham rTMS protocols over the left primary motor cortex (M1) 

at 35 mV/mm EF strength. We hypothesized that desynchronized µ-alpha activity would reflect a 

state of comparatively high excitability, whereas synchronized µ-alpha activity would reflect a 

state of inhibition and low excitability. We predicted that rhythmic rTMS would increase local 

µ-alpha synchronization and inhibit corticospinal excitability level, and hence reduce MEP 

amplitudes. On the other hand, we expected that arrhythmic rTMS would perturb µ-alpha 

oscillations and thereby lead to motor cortex excitation, i.e. to, increased MEP amplitudes.  

5.3. Methods 

5.3.1. Participants 

Seventeen neurologically healthy volunteers (eight females) participated in the study. The 

age range was 24-32 years (mean ± SD:  27.4 ± 2.8 years). Although the dataset of one participant 

was incomplete we included the data in the analysis. Two participants did not complete the 
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experiments due to a high resting motor threshold and non-tolerability of TMS. The sample size 

was determined based on earlier rTMS-EEG studies 191–193.  

Before participation all volunteers filled out self-completed questionnaires to assess the 

study exclusion criteria. In cases of possible contraindications, a neurologist at the Department 

of Clinical Neurophysiology, University Medical Center Göttingen examined the volunteer. 

Inclusion criteria were no history or presence of medical, neurological, or psychiatric illnesses 

including epilepsy, drug and/or alcohol abuse, and no metal implants in the head, neck, or chest. 

We used the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory questionnaire to estimate the laterality index of 

participants. We included only right-handed participants with an index range of 30-100 (mean 

laterality index ± SD: 75 ± 15.5).  

All participants gave written informed consent before participation. We performed all 

experiments according to relevant regulations. The Ethics Committee of the University Medical 

Center Göttingen approved the study (Application number: 36/4/19). 

5.3.2. Overview of the experimental sessions 

The design of the study is shown in Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.6. In the 

first session we collected neuroimaging data to determine the stimulation target and prepare 

anatomically realistic head models for electric field simulations. In the second session we 

estimated the motor cortical target and the resting motor threshold. In the remaining sessions, we 

performed three courses of rTMS-EEG (i.e., rhythmic, arrhythmic, and sham protocols) in a 

randomized order. In each rTMS-EEG session, we assessed the immediate effects and the 

aftereffects of rTMS with EEG and MEP.  
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Figure 16. Schematic of study flow. After the neuroimaging and resting motor threshold 

estimation sessions, the participants took part in three rTMS sessions. Each session started with 

resting state EEG acquisition followed by determining the MEP baseline. Then, the participants 

received five rTMS-EEG and MEP blocks. In each block, we assessed the online and offline EEG 

effects. At the end of each block, we assessed cortical excitability by single pulse TMS.  

 

5.3.3. TMS and neuronavigation 

In both single-pulse TMS (spTMS) and rTMS the biphasic pulses were delivered using a 

MagPro X100 stimulator (MagVenture, Denmark) with a standard figure-eight coil (MC-B70), 

normal coil current direction, and 280 µs pulse duration. During stimulation, the participants sat 

in a comfortable chair with a chin and head fixator to minimize head movements. The TMS coil 

was placed over the motor cortex representation of the right first dorsal interosseous muscle, 

which we had previously identified as the highest local activation in the parametric t-map from 

the fMRI experiment.  
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To monitor the coil position during stimulation we used an MRI-based real-time 

neuronavigation system (Brainsight TMS Navigation, Rogue Resolutions Ltd) and coupled it 

with a Polaris Vicra infrared camera (NDI, Waterloo, Canada).  

5.3.4. rTMS protocols 

We performed three rTMS-EEG sessions with the individually predefined parameters of 

stimulation for the rhythmic, arrhythmic, sham stimulation protocols. The order of the protocols 

was randomized for each participant. The sessions were performed on three different days with 

at least 72 hours between each.  

The rTMS bursts were delivered at the prospectively estimated individualized intensities 

(see Head modeling and EF calculations). We set the intra-burst frequency of the rTMS bursts 

according to the individual alpha frequency (IAF) in the rhythmic and sham sessions. IAF was 

determined from the resting state continuous EEG data (see rTMS-EEG data acquisition). The 

intra-burst frequency used in the arrhythmic protocol was predefined by pseudorandomization of 

frequencies excluding 8-12 Hz and their harmonics 72.  

In the rhythmic and arrhythmic protocols the coil position and angle were adjusted to the 

optimal for inducing the MEP response. In the sham protocol the coil was positioned at the M1 

but was tilted by 90 degrees away from the head surface. In each protocol, a burst consisted of 

20 TMS pulses with an inter-burst interval of 10 or 11 s. Each burst was repeated 25 times in a 

block. Each session consisted of five rTMS blocks, which resulted in 2,500 (= 20 × 25 × 5) pulses 

per session. For the stimulation parameters, see Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден..  

 Rhythmic Arrhythmic Sham 

Coil handle orientation Parallel Parallel Perpendicular 

Stimulation intensity  Individualized Individualized Individualized 

Range of MSO % 15 to 18 15 to 18 15 to 18 

Stimulation frequency IAF Pseudorandom IAF 
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IAF Hz (mean ± SD) 10.3 ± 0.9 10.2 ± 0.9 10.5 ± 0.6 

Pulses / burst 20 20 20 

Number of bursts/block 25 25 25 

Number of blocks/session 5 5 5 

Total pulse number 2,500 2,500 2,500 

Table 6. Overview of rTMS stimulation conditions and stimulation parameters. Abbreviations: 

IAF – individual alpha frequency, MSO – maximum stimulator output. 

5.3.5. Head modeling and EF calculations 

We performed individual, anatomically realistic head modeling, and EF calculations using 

the Simulation of Non-invasive Brain Stimulation (SimNIBS) software package 122. We created 

the multi-compartment head models using the ‘mri2mesh()’ SimNIBS function based on T1-, 

T2- weighted images with and without fat suppression (see MRI and fMRI data acquisition). We 

assigned the standard conductivity values to the compartments 194, in S/m: scalp (0.465), bone 

(0.01), cerebrospinal fluid (1.654), gray matter (0.275) and white matter (0.126). 

For each participant, we simulated the EF induced at the target determined from the fMRI 

activation map with a standard figure-eight coil (MC-B70). The coil was positioned at 8.5 mm 

from the head surface (including the 8 mm EEG electrode thickness) with a handle direction of 

ca. 45° along the medium plane. We ran the calculations for intensities in the range of 15-20% 

of maximum stimulator output (MSO) and chose the intensity that induced around 35 mV/mm 

absolute peak EF (99.9% percentile over the entire gray matter). The average intensity used for 

the rTMS protocols was 16.6 ± 1.1% MSO. 

The simulation of EF was performed twice: before and after rTMS-EEG sessions.  The 

second estimations of EF were performed after stimulation using session specific coil position 

information exported from the Brainsight TMS Navigation software. The MNI coordinates of 

coil location and direction were transformed into subject-specific space using the 

‘mni2subject_coords()’ SimNIBS function. 
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5.3.6. MRI and fMRI data acquisition 

We acquired anatomical, diffusion-weighted, and functional magnetic resonance imaging 

data with a 3T MRI-scanner (Siemens Magnetom TIM Trio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, 

Germany). Functional MRI was collected during rhythmic, stereotypic movement using the first 

dorsal interosseous muscle, i.e. movement of forefinger from side to side. The fMRI data 

preprocessing was performed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM 12, Welcome 

Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) software package implemented in 

MATLAB software. Following preprocessing described elsewhere 72, the general linear model 

was applied at the single-subject level. Voxels were identified as significant if p < 0.05 (family-

wise error corrected for multiple comparisons on the voxel level). The individual activation T-

map as well as T1 image were uploaded to the neuronavigation system.  

5.3.7. EMG acquisition 

We recorded the EMG with an Ag–AgCl electrode pair attached to the first dorsal 

interosseous muscle of the right hand in a belly–tendon montage. Signals were sampled at 5 kHz, 

amplified and bandpass filtered between 2 Hz and 4 kHz, and digitized using a 1401 AD 

converter (CED 1401, Cambridge, UK). All EMG measures were recorded with Signal software 

(CED, version 4.08).  

The experiment started by determining the resting motor threshold (RMT) at the hotspot. 

The initial position was defined as that with the fMRI local activation maximum derived from 

the parametric t-map at the anatomical hand knob formation. The spTMS was delivered at 0.25 

Hz by placing the stimulation coil orthogonally to the central sulcus at 30% MSO. We increased 

the intensity in increments of 2% MSO until the stimulation evoked MEPs. We further decreased 

or increased intensity by 1% MSO until we identified the lowest intensity that evoked at least 
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five out of ten MEPs with a peak-to-peak amplitude > 50 µV. The average RMT was 44.0 ± 8.5% 

of MSO. 

In the rTMS-EEG sessions we determined the 1 mV MEP threshold that we used for the 

baseline MEP measurements and for assessing the corticospinal excitability level after rTMS. To 

find the 1 mV threshold, we delivered 20 TMS pulses initially at 120% of RMT. We then 

averaged the peak-to-peak MEP amplitudes and evaluated whether the 1 mV threshold was 

reached. In the next block, we decreased or increased the TMS intensity by 5% RMT, if 

necessary. We repeated this procedure until we obtained a peak-to-peak MEP amplitude within 

the range of 0.8-1.2 µV.  

We performed the baseline measurements twice to ensure that the baseline MEP amplitudes 

were accurately assessed. In each measurement, we delivered 20 TMS pulses. Following the 

baseline measurement and immediately after each rTMS block, we assessed the MEPs using the 

1 mV threshold intensity.  

5.3.8. rTMS-EEG data acquisition  

EEG acquisition. In each rTMS-EEG session we recorded the EEG simultaneously with 

rTMS from 64 Ag/AgCl active EEG electrodes (actiCAP slim, BrainVision LLC, Germany) at a 

2.5 kHz sampling rate without hardware filters (actiChamp, Brain Vision LLC, Germany). 

Ground and reference electrodes were located at AFz and FCz, respectively. Impedance values 

were maintained below 20 kΩ.  

Stimulation sessions started with recording two blocks of continuous resting state EEG for 

four minutes with eyes open and eyes closed. During the recording we instructed the participants 

to sit calmly and relaxed, minimize blinking and horizontal eye movements, not to move their 

arms, legs, or facial muscles, to avoid any calculations or repetitive mental activity such as 

reproducing any texts, lyrics, or melodies. The participants wore QuietControl 30 wireless 
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headphones with active noise reduction and white noise masking during all recordings (Bose 

Corporation, USA). The volume level was always kept below the manufacturer’s recommended 

safety limits. This procedure minimized but did not eliminate the sound produced by the TMS 

stimulus. Therefore, at the end of each session participants were asked to evaluate the click sound 

by scale from -100 to +100 percent, where zero meant the same loudness of click and white noise. 

The coordinates of each electrode were saved to the neuronavigation system once at the end of 

the final rTMS-EEG session.   

We performed offline data analysis with the FieldTrip toolbox for EEG- and MEG analysis 

[version 20170119; 85; http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl] as described in reference 72. We determined 

the global peak alpha frequency in the range of 8-12 Hz in the eyes open state. For three 

participants the peak frequency during the eyes open state was not clearly defined. We, therefore, 

chose the stimulation frequency from the global peak alpha defined from the eyes-closed state.  

The EEG data of each participant consisted of resting-state EEG at the beginning and the 

end of each session; 140 trials of spTMS (40 trials from baseline measurements and 20 trials after 

each rTMS block) and 125 trials of rTMS-EEG recording.  

5.3.9. Data analysis 

EF analysis. Descriptive statistics of the absolute EFs and its normal component were 

performed in MATLAB for three predefined anatomical regions of interests (ROIs), i.e., the left 

precentral and left postcentral gyri, and left central sulcus. From each ROI, we extracted the 

robust minimum (0.1%) and maximum (99.9%) values, as well as the global mean.  

MEP analysis. EMG recordings were converted with cfs2mat utility 

(https://github.com/giantsquidaxon/cfs2mat) to MATLAB ‘.mat’ format where they were further 

preprocessed. The data were visually inspected for activation higher than 50 µV in the 80 ms 
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pre-TMS interval. Trials containing pre-activation were excluded from further analysis. 

Altogether 2.1 % of all MEP trials were excluded from the dataset.   

Peak-to-peak MEP amplitude was calculated for 10-50 ms after the TMS pulse. We 

transformed the MEP data using Matlab’s base 10 logarithm function ‘log()’ to reduce the 

frequency and the weight of outliers, and to improve variance homogeneity across experimental 

conditions. After log transformation we removed four additional data points because they 

exceeded ± 3 SD of the global mean value. 

The MEP amplitudes were averaged across the blocks at the time points. The effect of 

rTMS protocols on cortical excitability was tested using the linear mixed-effect model 

implemented in R (version 4.3.0), R-Studio integrated development environment (version 

1.3.1093), and ‘lmerTest’ package (version 3.1.2) 195–197.  

The base model only included the random intercept for the participant using the formula 

described in Table 7. In the next model we added the effect of Protocol (three levels: rhythmic, 

arrhythmic, and sham rTMS) and Time (six levels: baseline and five subsequent measurements).  

Model Formula 

Base Log10(MEP) ~ (1 | participant) 

1 Log10(MEP) ~ (1 | participant) + protocol 

2 Log10(MEP) ~ (1 | participant) + protocol + time 

Table 7. The formulae of the tested models. 

 

We used the ‘anova()’ function to test which model provided the best parsimonious data fit. 

Models with a p-value of 0.05 or less were considered to be significantly better than the previous 

model. On the winning model, we ran the ‘anova()’ function to perform Type III Analysis of 

Variance with Satterthwaite's method. 
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5.3.10. rTMS-EEG analysis 

EEG preprocessing. The EEG data were preprocessed offline in MATLAB (2017b, 

Mathworks) using Fieldtrip toolbox (v.20180114, 126) and custom-written code. The data were 

cleared of TMS-induced artifacts by the same procedure as described in 72. The data were then 

re-referenced to a common reference and were cut into segments of 8.5 sec length. Trials were 

aligned to the last TMS pulse of the burst and contained 5.5 sec before and 3 sec after the pulse.  

The data were visually inspected to identify and remove excessively noisy channels and 

trials with jumps or muscle artifacts. The data were resampled to 1250 Hz, and the signals relating 

to eye blinks and eye movements were identified and removed by the second ICA. On average, 

15.8 ± 4 (R); 16.7 ± 3.6 (AR); 15.8 ± 4.2 (SH) components and 6.2 ± 2 (R); 4.2 ± 1.3 (AR); 3.8 

± 1.5 (SH) channels were removed from the data. The remaining clean dataset contained on 

average 103 ± 6.5 (R); 107.8 ± 9 (AR); 101.7 ± 13.5 (SH) trials. 

Phase-locking value (PLV). We calculated the degree of synchronization between the 

ongoing signal phase and the TMS pulses by estimating the PLV during the rTMS burst 91. We 

used our previous analytical pipeline described elsewhere 72. Briefly, we simulated the sinusoidal 

wave at the stimulation frequency and aligned its phase to TMS pulses. The simulated signal was 

appended with cleaned EEG data as an additional channel. The data was transformed by complex 

Morlet wavelet decomposition from 1 to 25 Hz.  

PLV was computed between the phases of the original signal and the simulated wave. The 

PLVs were normalized relative to the baseline at 500 ms before TMS bursts onset. Then we 

focused the analysis on the online effect which showed the changes in PLVs during stimulation 

and the offline effect which showed PLV changes immediately after TMS bursts. We averaged 

normalized PLVs separately for online and offline effects over time from -2 to 0 sec and from 0 

to 2 sec correspondingly. They were further compared between protocols by group-level, 

nonparametric, cluster-based permutation test (10,000 permutations, two-tailed, significance 
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accepted at p < 0.05). We performed two dependent t-tests to compare rhythmic with arrhythmic 

and sham separately for online and offline effects. 

Power analysis. Time-frequency transformed data were further investigated for power 

changes. Residual TMS artifacts could affect the signal amplitude and power 72, and we, 

therefore, performed power analysis on artifact-free intervals from 0.2 to 2 sec after an rTMS 

burst. The power was extracted as a real part of complex Wavelet decomposition and averaged 

over all channels for the three protocols. The trials were split for ‘before’ and ‘after’ intervals 

that corresponded to 1.8 sec prior and post rTMS. The difference in power was statistically tested 

using activation versus baseline t-statistic (‘actvsblT’ in Fieldtrip). The analysis was performed 

on all sensors for 5-25 Hz frequency. Statistical significance was assessed by nonparametric, 

cluster-based permutation test (10,000 permutations, two-tailed, significance accepted at p < 

0.05). 

Next, we investigated the single-trial alpha power by reconstructing the virtual source 

signal at the cortical level. For that we created a subject-specific virtual channel using the linear 

constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer approach 198. The coordinates of the source 

corresponded to the ‘hotspot’ of the stimulation site, which was exported from EF estimations 

(see section 5.3.6) in subject-specific space.  

A realistic three-layer volume conduction model was constructed using the individual MRI 

using the boundary element method 199. A grid with 10 mm2 resolution was created per 

individual, which was subsequently normalized to MNI space. The spatial filter was constructed 

from the full trial length and then was used to reconstruct the virtual source signal. Time-

frequency decomposition was estimated for 1-30 Hz using complex Morlet wavelet. The 

wavelets contained seven cycles with a three-Gaussian window. The decomposition was 

performed for the trial interval from 3.5 before to 2.5 sec after the TMS offset. The virtual source 

power was compared between active protocols (rhythmic, arrhythmic) versus sham by cluster-
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based permutation statistical test (10,000 permutations, two-tailed, significance accepted at 

p<0.05).  

 

5.4. Results 

In the present study, we assessed the effects on the EEG during rTMS bursts and the 

aftereffects in the inter-burst intervals, i.e., immediately after the rTMS bursts. We applied phase 

and power-based analysis and reconstructed the signal of the virtual source placed in the grey 

matter of the stimulated target. Moreover, we tested the aftereffects of rTMS on the corticospinal 

excitability level by analyzing the size of the MEP amplitudes after the end of the rTMS block, 

i.e., after 25 rTMS bursts.  

5.4.1. Increased mu–alpha synchronization during and 

after rhythmic rTMS  

First, we characterized the amount of synchronization during the rTMS bursts (online) and 

immediately after the stimulation cessation (offline; see Ошибка! Источник ссылки не 

найден.). We estimated PLVs that represent the amount of consistency of the EEG signal phase-

locked to the external TMS pulses 200.  

During the rTMS bursts (online), a nonparametric cluster-based permutation statistical test 

revealed a significant increase in PLVs in the µ-alpha range 8-13 Hz comparing the rhythmic 

versus arrhythmic (p < 0.001) and rhythmic versus sham (p < 0.001) rTMS protocols (see Figure 

17A). In the rhythmic versus arrhythmic comparison, we found the largest difference in PLV 

increase in the posterior (Tpeak(14) = 4.27) and the left frontal (Tpeak (14) = 4.46) regions (see 

Figure 17B, left). When rhythmic rTMS was compared to sham rTMS protocol, we found the 

highest PLV increase in the left central region (Tpeak (13) = 4.03; see 17B, left). Rhythmic rTMS 
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synchronized ongoing sensorimotor µ-alpha rhythms as indicated by increased phase-locking 

values.  

 

 

Figure 17. Rhythmic rTMS synchronized ongoing µ-alpha rhythms indicated by increased phase-

locking values near the stimulation target. A) Global time-frequency representation of PLVs 

during and after rTMS burst for rhythmic, arrhythmic, and sham protocols (from left to right). 

PLVs are normalized by 500 ms interval before rTMS onset. B) Statistical tests revealed a 

significant increase of µ-alpha synchronization during rhythmic rTMS compared with 

arrhythmic or sham protocols. Immediately after rhythmic rTMS burst, µ-alpha synchronization 

is increased compared wiht arrhythmic but not with sham protocol. C)  Time course of PLVs 

averaged over four left central electrodes (C1, C3, CP1, CP3). 
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Immediately after rTMS bursts (offline) we found a significant difference only between 

the rhythmic and arrhythmic protocols (p = 0.003) with a peak t-value over the central electrodes 

(Tpeak (13) = 3.71) on the stimulation site (see Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.17B, 

right and Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.17C). The difference between rhythmic 

versus sham was not significant.  

5.4.2. Rhythmic rTMS increased alpha/beta power after 

stimulation 

We then investigated µ-alpha power changes induced by rTMS protocols. We estimated 

the relative change of global power by time-frequency transformation. The µ-alpha power was 

statistically compared between ‘after’ and ‘before’ EEG intervals. These intervals were free of 

any residual TMS artifacts. Statistical tests revealed significant clusters for rhythmic (Tpeak (14) 

= 1.64, p = 0.01), arrhythmic (Tpeak (13) = 1.87, p = 0.002) condition but not for the sham (Tpeak 

(14) = 0.99, p = 0.24) protocol (see Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.18).  

 

Figure 18. Active stimulation protocols (rhythmic and arrhythmic) increased power in µ-alpha 

and beta frequency ranges immediately after stimulation (inter-burst intervals). Sham rTMS 

applied at IAF did not change the power of µ-alpha rhythm. Time-frequency plots are masked 

with p<0.05. 
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To investigate the location-specific power change we projected the sensor level EEG to the 

source space by reconstructing the virtual channel signal (see Ошибка! Источник ссылки не 

найден.19). The source location was selected on the cortex surface with coordinates 

corresponded to the peak EF, which were estimated individually (see Ошибка! Источник 

ссылки не найден.19B). The statistical test of time-frequency transformation of the virtual 

channel revealed a significant increase in the µ-alpha (T(14) = 0.93, p = 0.040) and beta (T(14) 

= 1.05, p = 0.032) power (see Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.19C). Although the 

arrhythmic protocol increased the global and virtual source power, it was not significantly 

different from the sham protocol (T(13) = 0.75, p = 0.065; see Ошибка! Источник ссылки 

не найден.19C).  

 

 

Figure 19. Rhythmic rTMS protocol increased local µ-alpha and beta power at the stimulation 

target. A) Time-frequency representation of relative power. The frequency scale is normalized to 

stimulation frequency (at IAF). Value one on the ordinate corresponds to IAF. B) Example of 

source localization for a single participant. The head model and EF estimations were used for 
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locating the virtual source in the peak EF induced by TMS shown as a red sphere. Black dots 

show the location of the EEG electrodes. C) Statistical maps of the time-frequency representation 

for the virtual source. Significant clusters (p < 0.05) are marked by contour lines.   

 

5.4.3. Rhythmic rTMS decreased corticospinal 

excitability level 

We assessed the changes in cortical excitability by focusing on the log-transformed peak-

to-peak MEP amplitudes. The winning model included the random intercept for participants and 

the fixed effect for the Protocol ("# 1, & = 3 = 	9.9466, p = 	0.0069), the latter of which had 

a significant main effect	 1 2, 244.33 = 5.0113, 4 = 0.0072 . Further analysis revealed that 

relative to sham stimulation, rhythmic rTMS significantly reduced the MEP amplitudes 

6 = 	−3.171, 89 = 243.27, 4 = 0.0017 . On the other hand, arrhythmic rTMS had no 

significant effect on the MEP amplitudes 6 = 	−1.467, 89 = 244.85, 4 = 0.1435 . The 

Bonferroni-adjusted alpha levels were 0.0034 and 0.2870 for the rhythmic and arrhythmic 

protocols, respectively.  

Then, we focused on the rhythmic protocol and studied the correlations between the MEP 

amplitudes and the degree of µ-alpha synchronization and the spectral power changes (see 

Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.20). None of the correlations were significant (all p-

values > 0.355). 
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Figure 20. Rhythmic rTMS decreased the MEP amplitude. A) Log-transformed MEP amplitudes 

according to the rTMS protocols. White dot shows the mean values, black dots represent 

individual measurements. B-E) Linear relationships between the individual log-transformed 

MEPs and the individual EEG parameters. Alpha and beta power values (top) were extracted 

from virtual source time-frequency analysis as a peak power (normalized to baseline) for µ-

alpha (IAF ± 1Hz) and beta rhythm (15-20 Hz) for 0.2-2 sec after rhythmic rTMS bursts. PLV 

values (bottom) are averaged over four channels (C1, C3, CP1, CP3) at the stimulation location 

at the IAF ± 1Hz.  

 

5.5. Discussion 

In the present study, we demonstrated that low-intensity rTMS over the left M1 influenced 

both oscillatory activity and corticospinal excitability level that outlasted the stimulation period. 

Furthermore, we replicated our previous findings on entrainment of parietal-occipital alpha 

rhythm by weak rTMS-induced EFs [10], now at the motor cortex, and we extended our previous 

work by showing that rhythmic rTMS enhanced sensory-motor µ-alpha rhythm and decreased 

corticospinal excitability.  
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5.5.1. Electrophysiological effects of low-intensity rTMS  

One question of key importance in applying rTMS is the selection of the stimulation 

intensity [15]. In the present study we used the prospective EF estimation approach where we 

defined the stimulation intensity using computational models of the rTMS induced EF. We 

showed that low-intensity rTMS at an individual µ-alpha frequency over the left occipital cortex 

[10] and now over the left motor cortex increased ongoing neural synchrony.  

We extended the EEG analysis to the induced effects on the phase and power of the µ-

alpha rhythm after the rTMS bursts. We found that the rTMS- increased neural synchrony in M1 

lasted for up to two seconds after applying rhythmic but not arrhythmic or sham rTMS. The 

explored intervals were free from the TMS-produced artifacts, such as decay, ringing, or muscle 

artifacts.  

Moreover, the degree of µ-alpha synchrony was significantly higher after rhythmic than 

after arrhythmic rTMS, though they were not significantly different compared with sham 

rhythmic rTMS. This finding most likely indicates that the sound from rhythmic TMS clicks 

contributed to the increase in µ-alpha synchronization 70. However, the increase after sham was 

much lower than after real rTMS in both online and offline intervals. Therefore, we believe that 

the observed effect did not originate solely from the rhythmic rTMS clicks sound. Moreover, we 

did not find µ-alpha synchronization in the temporal electrodes, which would indicate the 

entrainment of µ-alpha rhythm through auditory input. Based on these grounds, we conclude that 

rhythmic rTMS can induce and maintain the synchronized oscillatory activity at the stimulation 

target.  

Furthermore, we investigated global and local power changes for up to two seconds after 

the rTMS bursts. We observed increased global alpha power following rhythmic and arrhythmic 

but not sham rTMS. Here the maintained oscillatory activity resulted not only in the phase-
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locking changes but also in the increased power of µ-alpha (8-14 Hz) and beta (15-20 Hz) 

frequency ranges.  

This was not the case for local alpha power at the source level where we found the alpha 

and beta power increase only in rhythmic rTMS. Our findings are in line with previous studies 

where participants received conventional stimulation intensities of rTMS (80-100% of resting 

motor threshold) applied over the left M1 at rest 201,202. The authors found a significant difference 

between the real and sham rTMS in mu (10-12 Hz) and beta (13-30 Hz) power for 5 sec after 

real rTMS trains.  

5.5.2. Arrhythmic rTMS induces alpha perturbation in 

the occipital but not the motor cortex. 

One interesting finding is that arrhythmic rTMS induced different aftereffects in the 

occipital and sensorimotor µ-alpha rhythms 73. Whereas arrhythmic rTMS significantly 

suppressed parietal-occipital alpha 73, in the present study it increased the sensorymotor µ-alpha 

power (see Figure 3). Apart from the stimulation target, we used closely matched stimulation 

parameters in the two experiments. On the other hand, rhythmic rTMS increased the alpha power 

in both experiments.  

The reason for this finding is currently not well understood. One crucial difference between 

the studies was that the amplitude of alpha rhythm was stronger and the peak alpha frequency 

was more prominent at the occipital than at the sensorimotor area. We speculate that the 

properties of the endogenous oscillation could have shaped the direction of the 

electrophysiological response to arrhythmic rTMS. In cortical regions with pronounced peak 

alpha frequency, arrhythmic perturbation suppressed alpha power. On the contrary, in cortical 

regions with less pronounced peak alpha frequency, arrhythmic rTMS increased alpha power. 
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Nevertheless, further studies are needed to better understand the neural mechanisms of 

arrhythmic rTMS on ongoing oscillatory activity in different cortical regions.  

5.5.3. Low-intensity rTMS affects corticospinal 

excitability  

We also demonstrated that rhythmic rTMS inhibited the corticospinal excitability level as 

indicated by the reduced peak-to-peak MEP amplitudes. Contrary to our hypothesis, arrhythmic 

rTMS did not result in an MEP amplitude increase; we found no significant difference from the 

sham condition.  

The observation that only rhythmic but not arrhythmic rTMS induced aftereffects in 

corticospinal excitability argues for the role of spike-timing-dependent plasticity. This form of 

Hebbian plasticity emerges by synchronously activating pre- and postsynaptic neurons. Because 

arrhythmic rTMS cannot achieve this tight temporal correlation between pre- and postsynaptic 

neurons, it did not induce lasting changes in corticospinal excitability.  

In addition, we explored the relationships between MEP amplitudes and the EEG 

parameters such as the phase-locking value during and after the rTMS bursts as well as peak µ-

alpha and beta power at the stimulation target. However, we found that changes in MEP 

amplitudes after the rTMS block did not correlate with changes in the EEG during or shortly after 

the rTMS bursts. 

Several rTMS studies have demonstrated increased MEP amplitudes after applying 10 Hz 

rTMS over the primary motor cortex 190,203–205, whereas others reported decreased MEP 

amplitudes or no aftereffect 190,193,201,204–206. Moreover, MEP amplitudes and EEG readouts 

correlated only weakly (CorrCoef < 0.1) 207,208. Therefore, it is likely that these outcome measures 

do not reflect the same neural mechanisms.  
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5.6. Conclusions 

In summary, we found that rTMS applied at an intensity of ~40% RMT is effective to 

induce changes in ongoing electrophysiological and aftereffects in corticospinal excitability. The 

stimulation intensity used in the current study and in our previous studies (38.8 ± 6.5% RMT) 

was approximately half of that applied in conventional rTMS studies, i.e., 80-120% of the motor 

threshold  71. However, more research on this topic needs to be undertaken before the association 

between electrophysiology and cortical excitability is more clearly understood. 
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6. General discussion 

Repetitive TMS, additionally to its therapeutic application, offers a possibility to interact 

with ongoing rhythms in an intact human brain.  The standard method of determining the 

stimulation intensity is based on the evoked liminal response in the visual or motor system (e.g., 

resting motor or phosphene threshold). The vague magnitude of the resulting EF is the critical 

limitation of the standard approach. Therefore, we need a characterization of the EF strength 

induced by rTMS to improve the understanding of the neural mechanisms of rTMS. In this thesis, 

I attempted to better characterize EF's role in the neural entrainment in humans. I used 

individualized computational modeling of the prospective induced EF to define stimulation 

intensity. The key question of the thesis was whether rTMS applied at weak intensities between 

2 to 4 times lower than usual (25-50 mV/mm) produces an entrainment effect. For the first time, 

rTMS was applied at such low intensities because previously, it was thought that TMS is not 

effective whenever it does not elicit an evoked potential. In three series of experiments, we 

demonstrated the consistent online entrainment effects and later power modulation of µ-alpha 

rhythm and inhibition of the targeted motor cortex.  

First, we applied rTMS over the left occipito-parietal area targeting alpha rhythm. Using 

an individual alpha frequency of rTMS and three intensities inducing peak EF of 20, 35, and 50 

mV/mm in the visual cortex, we demonstrated online synchronization of alpha activity expressed 

as phase alignment to the external pulses after rhythmic but not arrhythmic or sham protocols. 

We assumed that the induced changes could appear due to increased cortical inhibition via 

increased neural synchrony because low EF preferentially stimulates inhibitory circuits209. 

Further, we investigated whether the synchronized alpha was maintained after the end of 

stimulation bursts by estimating the changes in alpha power. According to the entrainment echo 

hypothesis, we expected increased alpha power after rhythmic rTMS63. Contrary to the 
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hypothesis, we found a nil effect after rhythmic rTMS at all intensities and a significant reduction 

of alpha power post stimulation induced by arrhythmic rTMS at 35 mV/mm.  

 

 

Figure 21. Illustration of entrainment effect induced by stimulation by 35 mV/mm rTMS over 

parieto-occipital (left column, Chapter 2-3) and motor (right column, Chapter 4) areas. Twenty 

pulses of rTMS applied in rhythmic (A-B), arrhythmic (C-D), and rhythmic sham (E-F) protocols. 

Signals are shown as an illustration of filtered EEG in the range of 8-13 Hz. The amplitude of 

baseline intact µ-alpha rhythm in the parietal region higher than in the motor cortex; therefore, 

the induced power modulation might be different, for example, arrhythmic rTMS might induce 
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alpha suppression whenever the alpha power is high enough (C) while it does not induce any 

changes whenever alpha power is already low (D) (Zmeykina, unpublished).  

 

Since we found a significant stable effect on phase and power of alpha rhythm induced by 

35 mV/mm rhythmic and arrhythmic rTMS, this intensity was chosen for the second experiment 

where we stimulated the primary motor cortex (M1) similarly. In this study, in order to access in 

parallel corticospinal excitability and prove the hypothesis of induced inhibitory circuits, we 

collected motor evoked potentials from a right-hand muscle in addition to EEG. We reproduced 

the online synchronization effect from the first experiment. Moreover, we demonstrated the 

increase of alpha and beta rhythms in the stimulation target (M1) both by rhythmic and 

arrhythmic rTMS protocols. The power changes were different from the first experiment, where 

we found only an apparent alpha suppression after arrhythmic rTMS. The concept of entrainment 

can explain the reason for the contradicting findings. In the presence of noise in the oscillatory 

system, the phase difference fluctuates randomly when driven by noise or chaotic forces similarly 

to arrhythmic stimulation; therefore, the induced effect might become unpredictable. In other 

words, the amplitude of alpha activity is much stronger in the occipital than sensorimotor areas 

where it is mixed with close by frequency beta rhyhtm, so the high differences in signal to noise 

ratio between two regions could result in the opposite effect. Therefore, arrhythmic rTMS 

suppresses initial high amplitude alpha but, on the other hand, increases the amplitude whenever 

alpha is less pronounced (Figure 21, C-D).  

Additionally, we demonstrated the effectiveness of low-intensity rTMS on corticospinal 

excitability. We demonstrated that increased µ-alpha power changes by rhythmic rTMS resulted 

in inhibition and decreased motor evoked potentials supporting the inhibition-timing hypothesis 

of alpha rhythm functions. We also expected that arrhythmic rTMS would desynchronize the 

alpha rhythm, which would result in excitation and higher MEP amplitudes. Nevertheless, the 

the exitability changes only by rhythmic but not arrhythmic rTMS may contribute to the role of 
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spike-timing-dependent plasticity which appear after synchronous activation of pre and 

postsynaptic neurons. We assume that arrhythmic rTMS at low intensity could not induce a 

constant temporal correlation between them; therefore, it could not induce long-lasting changes 

in the level of cortical excitability.  

The effects we observed after rhythmic stimulation are related to the modulation of the 

ongoing alpha rhythm. It is necessary to notice that we did not observe any TEP even at the 

highest intensities of ca. 50 mV/mm. Therefore the changes in power induced by rhythmic rTMS 

are not TMS-locked and mostly related to the power modulation induced by structural 

mechanisms which are defined as mechanisms changing the parameter of system but not system 

itself similarly to those that involve voltage dependent receptors, such as NMDA receptors. These 

receptors do not cause depolarization directly but change the units sensitivity to depolarization 

64. Contrary to strong rTMS applied at conventional intensities of ca. 100 mV/mm, the increased 

power is not a short-lasting immediate response but might be induced by the autonomous 

synchronization of local neuronal assemblies.  

 

Figure 22. The hypothesis of neural entrainment is based on Arnold tongue model of the 

oscillatory response to stimulation by exogenous rhythmic EF. The neuronal assemblies might 

behave in three different scenarios. a. A stimulation of too low intensity cannot interact with the 

ongoing oscillation and induce phase-locking synchronization. Further power modulation does 

not occur at any frequencies. Whenever the applied EF strength is too high (c.), the system phase 
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resets to each pulse, and the response of rhythmic activity is related to resonance but not neural 

entrainment. The effect is short-lasting (TMS-locked response duration is less than 1 seconds) 

and might be confounded with a direct cortical response and other multisensory stimulation 

effects. There is an optimal region (b.) of rTMS intensities (EF), which might be specific for each 

region. In the current thesis, 35mV/mm was an optimal intensity to induce entrainment effect, 

which is characterized by immediate synchronization of ongoing rhythm to applied intensity 

(IAF) and its subharmonic (~2 IAF) and further induced power changes (unpublished).   

 

7. Significance and conclusion 

Overall, using rTMS at low intensities and a prospective computational modeling approach 

has many benefits for research. First, the stimulation itself is well tolerated and does not evoke a 

strong cranial muscle response, and produces much shorter TMS-induced decay artifacts on 

EEG. Second, the click produced by TMS devices is much lower, and we believe that it is 

possible to mask it entirely in the future by improving the audio systems. Using the EF values 

instead of threshold-based approaches allows comparing the results between participants, and 

even brain areas and contributing to the understanding of observed neural mechanisms. 

Moreover, applying low-intensity rTMS might help to overcome coil heating problems and to 

study more extended rTMS protocols. 

In this thesis, the set of experiments in parietal and motor regions confirmed the hypothesis 

of the low-intensity rTMS induced entrainment effect. We defined the intensity of about 35 

mV/mm of induced EF in the target, enough to induce the synchronization and further power 

modulation associated with corticospinal excitability changes. We also developed and applied a 

new approach for dosing rTMS intensity based on an individualized adjustment to the target, 

frequency, and individual anatomy. Based on the results, we specified the entrainment intensity 

region based on the Arnold tongue model and defined the neural entrainment effect.  
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